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a b s t r a c t 

An enormous effort has been made during the recent years towards the recognition of human activity 

based on wearable sensors. Despite the wide variety of proposed systems, most existing solutions have 

in common to solely operate on predefined settings and constrained sensor setups. Real-world activity 

recognition applications and users rather demand more flexible sensor configurations dealing with po- 

tential adverse situations such as defective or missing sensors. In order to provide interoperability and 

reconfigurability, heterogeneous sensors used in wearable activity recognition systems must be fairly ab- 

stracted from the actual underlying network infrastructure. This work presents MIMU-Wear, an extensible 

ontology that comprehensively describes wearable sensor platforms consisting of mainstream magnetic 

and inertial measurement units (MIMUs). MIMU-Wear describes the capabilities of MIMUs such as their 

measurement properties and the characteristics of wearable sensor platforms including their on-body 

location. A novel method to select an adequate replacement for a given anomalous or nonrecoverable 

sensor is also presented in this work. The proposed sensor selection method is based on the MIMU-Wear 

Ontology and builds on a set of heuristic rules to infer the candidate replacement sensors under differ- 

ent conditions. Then, queries are iteratively posed to select the most appropriate MIMU sensor for the 

replacement of the defective one. An exemplary application scenario is used to illustrate some of the 

potential of MIMU-Wear for supporting seamless operation of wearable activity recognition systems. 

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

Human activity recognition has lately drawn the attention of re-

search and industry due to its application potential in areas such as

manufacturing [1] , sports [2] or health [3] . Different technologies

have been proposed for activity recognition, albeit wearable sen-

sors, particularly magnetic and inertial measurement units (a.k.a.,

MIMUs), take over most of the market nowadays. MIMUs are very

cheap and tiny sensors normally embedded into ergonomic wear-

able platforms that can be worn by users to track the motion of

the body parts where these devices are placed on. The recogni-

tion process itself consists in the automatic analysis of the signals

or physical magnitudes measured by MIMUs, namely acceleration,

rate of turn and magnetic field orientation. Signal processing and

machine learning techniques are normally used to categorize these

measurements into a specific activity kind [4] . 
∗ Corresponding author. 
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Although several wearable activity recognition solutions have

een provided to date [5–7] , most of them are conceived to oper-

te in closed environments, where sensor setups are pre-defined,

ell-known and steady. However, these conditions cannot be guar-

nteed in practical situations, where energy and computational re-

ources are limited and sensors may be subject to diverse types of

nomalies such as failures [8] or deployment changes [9] . Hence,

upporting dynamic sensor selection and replacement is seen to

e a key requirement for realistic activity recognition systems in

rder to ensure a fully functional operation. A few probabilistic

nd machine-learning models have been proposed for the dynamic

election of sensors [10–12] . However, these models present im-

ortant limitations as they develop the selection process on the

roperties of the sensor data streams rather than capabilities and

ature of sensors and device. More importantly, in all cases the

ensor ecosystem must be known in advance, thus not supporting

hangeable scenarios with opportunistic additions or removals of

ensor devices [13] . 

To enable sensor replacement functionalities in a wearable

ctivity recognition system, mechanisms to abstract the se-

ection of the most adequate sensors are needed. Precisely, a
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omprehensive and interoperable description of these heteroge-

eous sensors is required, including aspects such as their on-body

ocation or availability. This information, in combination with

ophisticated search techniques could support the selection of the

est replacement for an anomalous sensor. The most simplistic

ensor description approach would consist in using tags that could

e used by human users. However, free-text tags are insufficient

or any machine-based interaction, where the sensor selection

as to be executed automatically. In this case, the syntax and

emantics of the sensor description rather need to be clearly

efined. EXtensible Markup Language (XML) descriptions could be

onsidered to this end. Nonetheless, XML does not provide the

ull potential for machines to acquire and interpret the emerging

emantics from data, thus the meaning of the data has to be previ-

usly agreed in between machines. Conversely, an ontology-based

ormal data representation like OWL 2 [14] solves these problems

hile providing interoperability at the only expense of some extra

verhead. In view of these advantages this work proposes the use

f ontologies to thoroughly describe the wearable sensors available

or the activity recognition process, further enabling the semantic

election of sensors to support a continuity of recognition. 

. Related work 

This work proposes the use of ontologies for the semantic de-

cription of the MIMU sensors predominantly used in wearable ac-

ivity recognizers. The final goal of the ontological modeling of ac-

ivity recognition systems is enabling semantic sensor selection to

nsure the continuity of recognition in case of sensor malfunction-

ng. 

Ontologies have not been used so far in the activity recognition

omain to model wearable sensor networks, abstract them from

he actual underlying sensing infrastructure, and provide interop-

rability. However, much effort has been put in order to assure

nteroperability for sensor networks in the context of the Inter-

et of Things, a much more generic scenario in where sensors of

any diverse types become part of the global sensing infrastruc-

ure. Therefore, in Section 2.1 the available ontologies to model

ensor networks are analyzed to assess their applicability to the

ctivity recognition domain and to possibly benefit from their us-

ge in that context. None of the ontologies appear to be directly

pplicable since they do not provide the required domain knowl-

dge; however, they could be extended. The SSN ontology is pos-

ibly the most popular and widely-adopted sensor ontology and

eems to be the perfect candidate for this purpose. 

The application domain of the ontologies in this work is the

emantic sensor selection in activity recognition systems. There-

ore, Section 2.2 describes the existing approaches applying seman-

ic sensor selection. The same issue arises here, none of the pro-

osed solutions tackles the sensor replacement in activity recog-

ition systems. Despite their application to other domains, these

pproaches are seen to be interesting for this work. 

.1. Ontologies for sensor networks 

In the last decade many ontologies have been devised for the

odeling of sensors and sensor networks. These ontologies pro-

ide a description of the sensor networks, the sensing devices, the

easured information or data, the processes executed in the sen-

or network, and enable sensor data fusion. 

The Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) initiative [15] of the Open

eospatial Consortium (OGC) has approved a set of standards and

est practices for the sensors to interoperate with the Web, in

hat is called the Sensor Web. The OGC SWE has developed a set

f standard models and XML schemas for sensors and processes in
ensorML [16] , and for sensor data in Observations and Measure-

ents (O&M) [17,18] . These standards provide syntactic interop-

rability but lack semantic compatibility. Therefore, semantic web

echnologies are used to augment the OGC SWE standards in what

s known as the Semantic Sensor Web [19] . 

OntoSensor [20] is an ontology which builds on the ideas of the

GC SensorML standard and extends the Suggested Upper Merged

ntology (SUMO) [21] . The objective of OntoSensor was to create a

ensor knowledge repository enabling the fusion of heterogeneous

ata. Therefore, OntoSensor provides a description of the data ob-

erved by the sensors, including the geo-location of the observa-

ions, the accuracy of the observed data or the process to obtain

he data. 

The GLOSENT (GLObal SENsor neTwork) architecture [22] facil-

tates the integration of wireless sensor networks by utilizing se-

antics to resolve hardware heterogeneities. The proposed ontol-

gy models large systems of wireless sensor networks where sen-

or nodes are interpreted as sets of components, including sensor

omponents and processing components, like a memory compo-

ent or a radio component. Therefore, the GLOSENT architecture

elies on the ontological representation of the wireless sensor net-

orks and their data. 

The W3C Semantic Sensor Network Incubator group (SSN-XG)

as defined the SSN Ontology [23] in order to provide the layer of

bstraction required to address semantic compatibility missing in

he OGC SWE standards. The SSN Ontology describes the capabili-

ies and properties of the sensors, the act of sensing and the result-

ng observations. The SSN Ontology covers large parts of the Sen-

orML and O&M standards, omitting the concepts which are sensor

pecific, like calibrations, process descriptions and data types. The

SN Ontology was developed with focus on four types of use cases:

ata discovery and linking, device discovery and selection, prove-

ance and diagnosis, and device operation, tasking and program-

ing. Therefore, the SSN Ontology has been used in many research

rojects and applied to several different domains in the last years.

ome of the most recently published works which utilize the SSN

ntology are the OpenIoT Project [24,25] , the Semantic Gateway as

ervice (SGS) [26] and GeoSMA [27] . 

The SSN Ontology has been extended in the Wireless Semantic

ensor Network (WSSN) ontology [28] . Specifically, the communi-

ation data policy which is not characterized by the SSN ontology

as been added in the WSSN ontology. The newly described pat-

ern for communication is required to ensure the main objective of

he WSSN ontology of adapting the nodes communication to opti-

ize the lifetime of the network. 

A more recent solution for handling the heterogeneity of wire-

ess sensor networks is MyOntoSens [29] . This ontology formalizes

 semantic open data model for the generic description of sensor

nd sensor data. MyOntoSens builds on some ideas of OntoSensor,

SN and SensorML, and divides the concepts in three categories:

ireless sensor network, node and process. In the modeling of the

ireless sensor network, standardized attributes like the applica-

ion domain, coverage zone, location and radio technology are con-

idered. This enables the automatic discovery of available neigh-

oring wireless sensor networks, wireless sensor networks sharing

imilar properties or devised for the same application domain. The

yOntoSens ontology has been recently utilized in [30] . Moreover,

 Body Area Network (BAN) dedicated instance of the MyOntoSens

ntology is being standardized as a Technical Specification within

he SmartBAN Technical Committee of the European Telecommuni-

ations Standards Institute (ETSI). 

The SmartBAN open data model ontology [31] is part of the

TSI initiative which standardizes to support the development and

mplementation of BAN technologies in the domains of health,

ellness, leisure and sport. The SmartBAN ontology aims at de-

eloping smarter control and monitoring operations as well as
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standardized eHealth services. Therefore, the SmartBAN ontology

has been designed to be utilized together with existing healthcare

and telemedicine information models and standards. The Smart-

BAN ontology builds on three sub-ontologies: WBAN (SmartBAN

or BAN cluster), Nodes (i.e., Hub, sensors, actuators) and Process

and Measurements. 

Finally, the Sensing Network Element Ontology Description

Model for Internet of Things [32] has been developed quite re-

cently. This ontology describes the sensing devices, their capabil-

ities and the sensory data to automatically discover and interact

with the elements of the Internet of Things. The structure, main

classes and properties of this ontology are quite similar to the ones

described in the SSN ontology; however, domain knowledge about

the Internet of Things has been introduced. 

2.2. Semantic sensor selection 

The interoperability provided by the ontological description of

the sensor network enables a set of interesting applications, such

as semantic sensor selection. 

One of the first attempts to perform semantic sensor selec-

tion was developed in the SENSEI project [33] . An ontology was

proposed to model the description of wireless sensor and ac-

tuator networks, including the resource type, location, temporal

availability, generated outputs, required inputs, pre-conditions and

post-conditions, and quality and cost parameters [34] . Declara-

tive requests, specifying the specific context or sensor information

requested by an application were automatically interpreted and

matched against the specific parameters of the sensor and actuator

descriptions. 

A similar approach is presented in a much more recent work.

Hsu et al. [35] propose an infrastructure which allows the sen-

sor selection based on the sensor characteristics, such as accuracy,

sensing range, or residual energy. The SSN ontology is used in this

work to represent the properties of the sensor. A web interface is

offered to the user to select the parameters for the search, includ-

ing the location, the sensing type, the required number of sensors

and some optional requirements like the minimum accuracy. 

In CASSARAM [36] , another model for semantic sensor selec-

tion, ontologies are combined with filtering techniques to improve

the sensor ranking in the selection process. CASSARAM builds on

sensor descriptions represented using the SSN ontology and con-

siders in the selection both user preferences and sensor character-

istics such as reliability, accuracy, location, or battery life. 

3. MIMU-Wear: an ontology for the description of MIMU-based 

wearable platforms 

MIMU-Wear is an extensible ontology that describes wearable

sensor platforms consisting of magnetic and inertial measurement

units (MIMU). MIMU-Wear is an OWL 2 ontology designed in a

modular manner with an upper ontology and several plugable

domain ontologies (see Fig. 1 ). The MIMU-Wear Ontology builds

on the standard W3C Semantic Sensor Network (SSN) Ontology

[23] , an ontology which describes sensor networks of any nature

and available at http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn . The SSN Ontol-

ogy does not model the sensor specific concepts, such as sensor

types, features, properties, units of measurement or locations, and

these need to be defined in external ontologies. MIMU-Wear ex-

tends the SSN Ontology and describes these concepts for the case

of MIMUs and wearable sensor platforms. The reuse of this ex-

isting ontology facilitates the design of MIMU-Wear since the key

concepts are already modeled and can be directly inherited. More-

over the use of the SSN Ontology increases the chances of a higher

adoption for the MIMU-Wear Ontology. The SSN Ontology is al-

ready used in the research community (as presented in Section 2 ),
nd therefore, the novel MIMU-Wear could be directly integrated

ith the available ontologies using SSN. The two main domain on-

ologies of MIMU-Wear are the MIMU Ontology (see Section 3.1 )

nd the Wearable Sensor Platform Ontology (see Section 3.2 ). The

IMU Ontology describes the capabilities of MIMUs, for example,

he physical property measured by a magnetometer. The Wear-

ble Sensor Platform Ontology models the characteristics of wear-

ble sensor platforms, including the location where the wearable

s placed on the human body. The MIMU Ontology and the Wear-

ble Sensor Platform Ontology model the basic common concepts

nd import several domain ontologies which describe in more de-

ail concepts like the magnitude, the units, the measurement and

he survival properties, and the human body. 

An important benefit of the modularity of the MIMU-Wear is its

asy extensibility. The different modules are self-contained and en-

ble extending each of the ontology parts in an independent man-

er. Another important benefit of the MIMU-Wear modularity is its

eusability in other domains. The Wearable Sensor Platform Ontol-

gy could be used to describe the location on the human body of

ny wearable sensors besides MIMUs. Using this ontology, the loca-

ion of an ECG sensor in a belt could be easily described. Similarly,

he MIMU Ontology could be used to describe any MIMUs, this

eans not only the wearable ones but also the ones embedded in

mbient intelligence platforms. Using this ontology, the character-

stics of a MIMU integrated in a cap or door in an ambient assisted

iving scenario could be modeled. The same way the MIMU Ontol-

gy and the Wearable Sensor Platform Ontology are easily com-

ined here, the MIMU-Wear Ontology could be extended to cover

ew domains like the physiological wearable sensors or the ambi-

nt MIMUs. 

.1. MIMU ontology 

The MIMU Ontology models the characteristics of the MIMUs,

or example, the magnitude observed by a gyroscope or the mea-

urement range of an accelerometer. The SSN Ontology is here ex-

ended to model the particular features of the MIMUs. Thus, the

articular vocabularies for the properties measured by the MIMUs

nd the measurement capabilities of the MIMUs, which are not

art of the SSN Ontology, are here extensively defined. 

The main class of the MIMU Ontology is the class MIMU
hich represents the set of all the potential MIMU sensors (see

ig. 2 ). The class MIMU is defined to be a subclass of the class

sn:SensingDevice in the SSN Ontology. The prefix ssn in the

lass name indicates that the element belongs to the SSN Ontology.

pecifically, the class ssn:SensingDevice is a subclass of the

lass ssn:Sensor and of the class ssn:Device , and represents

ny physical sensors. Anything that observes is considered a sen-

or in the SSN Ontology ( ssn:Sensor ). This definition of sensor

s very broad and can include any hardware device, computational

odel, and even a human being. In order to narrow down the

efinition of sensors, the class ssn:SensingDevice represents

he sensors which are also devices ( ssn:Device ), this means the

hysical sensors like MIMUs. 

Not only is the class MIMU defined to be a subclass of

he class ssn:SensingDevice , but also of the anonymous

lass ssn:observes only MimuMagnitude . The property

sn:observes links the class ssn:Sensor with the class

sn:Property and models n the SSN Ontology the property

bserved or measured by a sensor. MimuMagnitude is the

ubclass of the class ssn:Property representing the different

agnitudes observed by the MIMUs and it is defined in the

IMU Magnitudes Ontology (see Section 3.1.2 ). An anonymous

lass is a class without a given name and modeled through some

estrictions. In this case, a universal restriction on the property

sn:observes defines the anonymous class ssn:observes

http://purl.oclc.org/NET/ssnx/ssn
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Fig. 1. Structure of the MIMU-Wear Ontology for the description of MIMU-based wearable platforms. 

Fig. 2. MIMU Ontology: overview of the class MIMU and its relation to the class MimuMeasurementCapability and the class MimuMagnitude . 
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nly MimuMagnitude . Universal restrictions indicate that the

roperty can only take a set of values. For this example, the

roperty ssn:observes can only take as values the members

f the class MimuMagnitude . This restriction does not state that

he property ssn:observes for the class MIMU must always

e defined, but if it exists, it has to link to a member of the

lass MimuMagnitude . Conversely, existential restrictions enforce

hat a given property must always exist. Universal restrictions are

odeled via the quantifier owl:allValuesFrom in OWL 2 and

he quantifier only in protégé [37] , and existential restrictions

ia owl:someValuesFrom in OWL 2 and some in protégé. For

implicity and since the ontology has been modeled in protégé,

he simplified protégé nomenclature is used in this paper. 

Completing the definition of the class MIMU requires modeling

he relation between a MIMU and its specific sensing capabilities.

n the SSN Ontology, the sensing capabilities of a sensor are
epresented via the class ssn:MeasurementCapability and

inked to the sensor ( ssn:Sensor ) via the property ssn:hasM
asurementCapability . Thus, the class MIMU is de-

ned to be a subclass of the anonymous class ssn:
as MeasurementCapability only MimuMeasurement 
apability . The class MimuMeasurementCapability is

 subclass of the class ssn:MeasurementCapability de-

ned in the MIMU Capabilities Ontology (see Section 3.1.1 ). From

hese assertions and the declared knowledge in the SSN Ontol-

gy, it can be inferred that all the members of the class Mimu
easurementCapability are related via the property ssn:
orProperty to an individual of the class MimuMagnitude .
his means that a given set of measurement capabilities of a MIMU

re applicable for the magnitude observed by the MIMU;

hus, relating the measurement capabilities and the measured

agnitude. 
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In order to model the different types of MIMUs, three disjoint

subclasses of the class MIMU are defined: Accelerometer ,
Gyroscope and Magnetometer . These classes need to be fur-

ther specified to obtain a greater level of detail by defining the

anonymous classes from which they are subclasses of. The class

Accelerometer is asserted to be a subclass of ssn:observes
value acceleration , where acceleration is a member of

the class MimuMagnitude in the MIMU Magnitudes Ontology.

This means that any individual of the class Accelerometer has

inferred being a subclass of the anonymous class ssn:observes
value acceleration . In other words, any accelerometer

is automatically defined as the MIMU which measures accel-

eration. Similarly, the class Gyroscope is asserted to be a

subclass of ssn:observes value rate_of_turn , where

rate_of_turn is a member of the class MimuMagnitude
in the MIMU Magnitudes Ontology. In the same way, the class

Magnetometer is asserted to be a subclass of ssn:observes
value magnetic_field , where magnetic_field is a

member of the class MimuMagnitude in the MIMU Magni-

tudes Ontology. Thus, a gyroscope is the MIMU which measures

rate of turn, and a magnetometer the one which measures

magnetic field. Apart from defining the restricted property val-

ues, to complete the definition of the three subclasses of the

class MIMU , it is necessary to assert universal restrictions on

the property ssn:hasMeasurementCapability as it is

done for the class MIMU . The class Accelerometer is as-

serted to be a subclass of ssn:hasMeasurementCapability
only AccelerometerMeasurementCapability , where

AccelerometerMeasurementCapability is a subclass of

the class MimuMeasurementCapability defined in the MIMU

Capabilities Ontology. Similarly, the class Gyroscope is as-

serted to be a subclass of ssn:hasMeasurementCapability
only GyroscopeMeasurementCapability and the class

Magnetometer is asserted to be a subclass of ssn:hasMeasur
ementCapability only MagnetometerMeasurementCapa
bility , where GyroscopeMeasurementCapability and

MagnetometerMeasurementCapability are subclasses of

the class MimuMeasurementCapability defined in the MIMU

Capabilities Ontology. From these assertions and the declared

knowledge in the SSN Ontology, it can be inferred that the class

AccelerometerMeasurementCapability is related via the

property ssn:forProperty to the individual acceleration ,
the class GyroscopeMeasurementCapability is related

via the property ssn:forProperty to the individual

rate_of_turn , and the class MagnetometerMeasurement
Capability is related to the individual magnetic_field . 

3.1.1. MIMU capabilities ontology 

The MIMU Capabilities Ontology models the sensing capa-

bilities of MIMUs. The main class of this ontology is the class

MimuMeasurementCapability which is a subclass of the

class ssn:MeasurementCapability and represents the mea-

surement capabilities of a MIMU in specific conditions (see

Fig. 3 ). A sensor might have several capability descriptions such

as its accuracy or resolution, and these are modeled in the

SSN Ontology through the class ssn:MeasurementProperty .
Thus, each measurement capability of a MIMU is described

through a set of measurement properties represented by

the class MimuMeasurementProperty which is a sub-

class of the class ssn:MeasurementProperty . The class

MimuMeasurementCapability is defined to be a subclass of

the anonymous class ssn:hasMeasurementProperty only
MimuMeasurementProperty . Therefore, the class MimuMeas
urementCapability and the class MimuMeasurement
Property are linked via the property ssn:hasMeasurement
Property . 
Using existential and universal restrictions, the class

imuMeasurementProperty is further specified for the

articular measurement properties of MIMUs (see Fig. 3 ).

he class MimuMeasurementProperty is defined to be

 subclass of the anonymous classes hasQuantityValue
nly xsd:float , hasRangeMaxValue only xsd:float
nd hasRangeMinValue only xsd:float . The data

roperties hasQuantityValue , hasRangeMaxValue and

asRangeMinValue are functional, this means, properties that

an have only one unique value. These properties take as value

 xsd:float which is a datatype of the W3C XML Schema

efinition Language (XSD) [38] . The universal restrictions on these

roperties indicate that not all these data properties are manda-

ory to define the MIMU measurement property, in some cases

sserting the value of one of them might be enough; however, if

hey are asserted, they can only take as value a float. The class

imuMeasurementProperty is also defined to be a subclass of

he anonymous classes hasUnit only UnitOfMeasure and

asUnit some UnitOfMeasure , where UnitOfMeasure is

he main class of the MIMU Units Ontology (see Section 3.1.3 ),

nd hasUnit is a functional object property used to define the

nits in which the value of the specific measurement property is

epresented. In this case, the existential and universal restrictions

n the functional object property hasUnit indicate that this

roperty needs to be always asserted and to take a single value of

he class UnitOfMeasure . 
This generic definition of the class MimuMeasurement

roperty is not enough. Therefore, the subclasses of the class

sn:MeasurementProperty are further specified to define in

etail the most common measurement properties of the MIMUs.

articularly, the disjoint classes MimuMeasurementRange ,
imuSensitivity , MimuResolution , MimuFrequency ,
imuDrift and MimuNoise are here defined. For each

f these classes, existential restrictions are asserted for the

roperties hasQuantityValue , hasRangeMaxValue and

asRangeMinValue , and restricted property values are asserted

or the property hasUnit . 
The class MimuMeasurementRange is the subclass of

he class ssn:MeasurementRange and the class Mimu
easurementProperty which particularizes the concept

f measurement range for the case of MIMUs. The mea-

urement range of a MIMU is defined as the set of values

omprised between an upper limit and a lower limit which

an be measured by the MIMU. Therefore, the measurement

ange is described as a pair of values, i.e., the maximum value

nd the minimum value of the interval in which the MIMU

an measure. In order to model these two values, the class

imuMeasurementRange is defined to be a subclass of the

nonymous classes hasRangeMaxValue some xsd:float
nd hasRangeMinValue some xsd:float . The values defin-

ng the measurement range are provided in the appropriate units

or each of the types of MIMUs (m/s 2 for the accelerometer, deg/s

or the gyroscope, and gauss for the magnetometer). Therefore, the

lass MimuMeasurementRange is defined to have three disjoint

ubclasses: the class AccelerometerMeasurementRange , the

lass GyroscopeMeasurementRange , and the class Magneto
eterMeasurementRange . These classes model the differ-

nt measurement ranges for each of the types of MIMUs and

efine the corresponding units for each of them. The class

ccelerometerMeasurementRange is asserted to be a sub-

lass of the anonymous class hasUnit value m_per_square_
 (see Fig. 4 ). The class GyroscopeMeasurementRange is as-

erted to be a subclass of the anonymous class hasUnit value
eg_per_s . The class MagnetometerMeasurementRange

s asserted to be a subclass of the anonymous class hasUnit
alue gauss . 
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Fig. 3. MIMU Capabilities Ontology: overview of the class MimuMeasurementCapability and the class MimuMeasurementProperty , and the relation between them. 

Fig. 4. MIMU Capabilities Ontology: Overview of the class AccelerometerMeasurementCapability and the subclasses of the class MimuMeasurementProperty 
which define it. 
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The class MimuSensitivity is the subclass of the

lass ssn:Sensitivity and the class MimuMeasurement 
roperty which particularizes the concept of sensitivity for

he case of MIMUs. The sensitivity of a MIMU, also known

s linearity, measures the calibration of the MIMU, and is

ere modeled as its value in the measurement unit. Thus, the

lass MimuSensitivity is defined to be a subclass of the

nonymous class hasQuantityValue some xsd:float , 
nd this value of the sensitivity is provided in the appro-

riate units for each type of MIMU. Therefore, the class

imuSensitivity is defined to have three disjoint sub-

lasses: the class AccelerometerSensitivity , the class

yroscopeSensitivity , and the class Magnetometer 
ensitivity . The class AccelerometerSensitivity is

efined to be a subclass of the anonymous class hasUnit
alue m_per_square_s (see Fig. 4 ), the class Gyroscope
ensitivity of the class hasUnit value deg_per_s , and

he class MagnetometerSensitivity of the class hasUnit
alue gauss . 

The class MimuResolution is the subclass of the class

sn:Resolution and the class MimuMeasurementProperty 
hich particularizes the concept of resolution for the case of

IMUs. The numeric resolution of a MIMU is defined as the

umber of bits that represent the measurement of the MIMU.

hus, the class MimuResolution is defined to be a subclass of

he anonymous classes hasQuantityValue some xsd:float 
nd hasUnit value bit (see Fig. 4 ). 

The class MimuFrequency is the subclass of the class

sn:Frequency and the class MimuMeasurementProperty 
hich particularizes the concept of frequency for the case of

IMUs. The frequency of a MIMU is defined as the rate in which

he measurements are executed and is represented as a value in
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Hz. Thus, the class MimuFrequency is defined to be a subclass of

the anonymous classes hasQuantityValue some xsd:float
and hasUnit value hz (see Fig. 4 ). 

The class MimuDrift is the subclass of the class ssn:Drift
and the class MimuMeasurementProperty which particularizes

the concept of drift for the case of MIMUs. The alignment error

which appears on the data sheets of MIMUs could be interpreted

as a drift and measures the misalignment between the axes of

the MIMUs. This alignment error is represented as a value in de-

grees. Thus, the class MimuDrift is defined to be a subclass of

the anonymous classes hasQuantityValue some xsd:float
and hasUnit value deg (see Fig. 4 ). 

The class MimuNoise is the subclass of the class

MimuMeasurementProperty which represents the noise

of the MIMU. This is an important measurement property of

the MIMUs which is not part of the SSN Ontology. The class

MimuNoise is defined to be a subclass of the anonymous class

hasQuantityValue some xsd:float . The value of the den-

sity of noise is provided in the appropriate units for each type of

MIMU (m/s 2 / �Hz for the accelerometer, deg/s/ �Hz for the gyro-

scope, and gauss/ �Hz for the magnetometer). Therefore, the class

MimuNoise is defined to have three disjoint subclasses: the class

AccelerometerNoise , the class GyroscopeNoise and the

class MagnetometerNoise . The class AccelerometerNoise
is asserted to be a subclass of the anonymous class hasUnit
value m_per_square_s_and_root_hz (see Fig. 4 ). The class

GyroscopeNoise is asserted to be a subclass of the anony-

mous class hasUnit value deg_per_s_and_root_hz . The

class MagnetometerNoise is asserted to be a subclass of the

anonymous class hasUnit value gauss_per_root_hz . 
Finally, to conclude with the modeling of the measurement ca-

pabilities and the measurement properties of the MIMUs, the class

MimuMeasurementCapability needs to be linked to the sub-

classes of the class MimuMeasurementProperty , namely Mimu
MeasurementRange , MimuSensitivity , MimuResolution ,
MimuDrift , MimuFrequency and MimuNoise . In fact, the

class MimuMeasurementCapability and the class Mimu
MeasurementProperty are already linked via the property

ssn:hasMeasurementProperty . However, some of the sub-

classes of the class MimuMeasurementProperty are more

particular and only apply to some specific types of MIMU. For this

reason, the classes AccelerometerMeasurementCapability ,
GyroscopeMeasurementCapability and Magnetometer
MeasurementCapability , which are the three disjoint sub-

classes of the class MimuMeasurementCapability , are created

to define the capabilities of the different types of MIMUs. The

class AccelerometerMeasurementCapability is asserted

to be a subclass of the anonymous class ssn:hasMeasurement
Property only (AccelerometerMeasurementRange or
AccelerometerSensitivity or MimuResolution or Mimu
Frequency or MimuDrift or AccelerometerNoise) (see

Fig. 4 ). Similarly, the class GyroscopeMeasurementCapabili
ty is asserted to be a subclass of the anonymous class ssn:has
MeasurementProperty only (GyroscopeMeasurement
Range or GyroscopeSensitivity or MimuResolution or
MimuFrequency or MimuDrift or GyroscopeNoise) , and

the class MagnetometerMeasurementCapability is asserted

to be a subclass of the anonymous class ssn:hasMeasure
mentProperty only (MagnetometerMeasurementRange
or MagnetometerSensitivity or MimuResolution or
MimuFrequency or MimuDrift or MagnetometerNoise) . 

3.1.2. MIMU magnitudes ontology 

The class MimuMagnitude is the main class of the MIMU

Magnitudes Ontology and represents the different magnitudes or

physical properties that can be observed by a MIMU. For the
lass MimuMagnitude three different individuals are defined:

cceleration , rate_of_turn , and magnetic_field . The

ame of the individuals indicate the magnitude the MIMU is able

o measure. These members are asserted to be different one from

ach other since they represent different concepts. 

In this work, the magnitudes measured by the MIMU have

een defined in a simple domain ontology. The MIMU Ontology

ould be easily extended to include any available ontology which

escribes magnitudes. For example, the MyMobileWeb Measure-

ent Units Ontology (MUO) could be used to represent the ac-

eleration and the individual muo:acceleration of the class

uo:PhysicalQuality would be the equivalent to the pre-

ented individual acceleration . If multiple magnitude ontolo-

ies would be used for the same scenario description, ontology

atching would be required to map the concepts of different do-

ain ontologies into the proposed MIMU Magnitudes Ontology. 

.1.3. MIMU units ontology 

The class UnitOfMeasure is the main class of the MIMU

nits Ontology and represents the different measurement

nits required to describe the capabilities of a MIMU. For

he class UnitOfMeasure several individuals are defined:

_per_square_s , gauss , deg_per_s , hz , bit , deg , m_
er_square_s_and_root_hz , gauss_per_root_hz , deg_
er_s_and_root_hz . All these individuals are asserted to be

ifferent from each other since they represent different concepts.

he name of the members of the class UnitOfMeasure indicate

he name of the unit of the International System of Units which

hey represent. 

The units modeled in the MIMU Units Ontology and used in

he MIMU Capabilities Ontology are the only ones required for

his specific domain. However, this simple ontology could be ex-

ended in the future to include other unit systems. The exten-

ion of this ontology would imply creating new subclasses of the

lass UnitOfMeasure and establishing the conversion between

he different measurement systems and units. Moreover, exter-

al ontologies like the MyMobileWeb Measurement Units Ontology

MUO) or the SysML-QUDV could be plugged into the MIMU Ontol-

gy to describe the units. In the case of coexisting more than one

nits ontology, the concepts should be matched into the proposed

IMU Units Ontology. 

.2. Wearable sensor platform ontology 

The Wearable Sensor Platform Ontology models the characteris-

ics of wearable sensor platforms. In order to describe the survival

onditions of wearable systems and the localization of the wear-

ble sensor platform on the body of the user, the SSN Ontology is

ere extended. The Wearable Sensor Platform Ontology neatly de-

nes vocabularies to model the survival range of the wearables and

heir locations, which are not part of the SSN Ontology. 

The main class of the Wearable Sensor Platform Ontology is the

lass WearableSensorPlatform (see Fig. 5 ). This class is a sub-

lass of the class ssn:Platform and particularizes the concept

f platform for the case of wearable sensor platforms. The plat-

orm ( ssn:Platform ) as described in the SSN Ontology is the

ntity that hosts a system ( ssn:System ), and a system is any

art of the sensing infrastructure. In other words, the system may

e mounted or deployed on a platform, here the entity to which

he system is attached. For example, a bracelet that tracks the

ser activity would be the platform into which the sensing sys-

em composed of some accelerometers is embedded. The wearable

ystem is modeled through the class WearableSystem which is

he subclass of the class ssn:System and of the anonymous class

sn:onPlatform only WearableSensorPlatform . 
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Fig. 5. Wearable Sensor Platform Ontology: overview of the class WearableSensorPlatform and its relation to the class WearableSystem and the class 

HumanBodyPart . 
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One of the most important characteristics of wearable sen-

or platforms is that they are worn or located on the body

f the user. Thus, the class WearableSensorPlatform is as-

erted to be a subclass of the anonymous class placedOn only
umanBodyPart , where the property placedOn is used to de-

ne the spatial attributes of the wearable platform and the class

umanBodyPart is the main class of the Human Body Ontology

see Section 3.2.1 ). 

Finally, to represent the survival conditions of a wearable sys-

em such as its battery lifetime, the class WearableSystem
s declared to be a subclass of the anonymous class

sn:hasSurvivalRange only WearableSurvivalRange . 
he class WearableSurvivalRange is the subclass of the class

sn:SurvivalRange which describes the survival conditions of

earables and is defined in the Wearables Survival Range Ontology

see Section 3.2.2 ). The property ssn:hasSurvivalRange links

he survival conditions to the system. 

.2.1. Human body ontology 

The Human Body Ontology models the human body parts rep-

esenting the potential locations where the wearable sensor plat-

orms are worn. The main class of the Human Body Ontology

s the class HumanBodyPart which represents each one of the

ody parts. The main division of the body is done in four parts:

ead, trunk, upper limbs and lower limbs. Therefore, four classes

re defined as subclasses of the class HumanBodyPart : Head ,
runk , UpperLimb and LowerLimb . Moreover, each of the main

ody parts can be further partitioned into subdivisions, which are

lso parts of the human body and therefore subclasses of the

lass HumanBodyPart . The class HeadSubdivision has been

pecified to define the subdivisions of the head: face and scalp.

he class TrunkSubdivision has been specified to define the

ubdivisions of the trunk: thorax, abdomen and back. The class

pperLimbSubdivision has been specified to define the sub-

ivisions of the upper limbs: shoulder, arm, elbow, forearm, wrist,

nd hand. The class LowerLimbSubdivision has been specified

o define the subdivisions of the lower limbs: hip, thigh, knee, leg,

nkle, and foot. 
In order to set the links between each of the main body

arts and their corresponding subdivisions, the object property

asPart has been defined as well as its inverse property partOf
hich relates the subdivisions to their containing main body part.

he link between the class HeadSubdivision and the class

ead is created by using the property partOf and asserting

hat the class HeadSubdivision is a subclass of the anony-

ous class partOf only Head . From this assertion, it can be

nferred that the inverse property hasPart links the class Head
o the class HeadSubdivision , i.e., the class Head is a subclass

f the anonymous class hasPart only HeadSubdivision .
oreover, it can also be inferred that the class Face and the class

calp , which are subclasses from the class HeadSubdivision ,
re also subclasses of the anonymous class partOf some Head .
inally, cardinality restrictions have been asserted to complete

he definition of the relation between the main body parts and

heir subdivisions. Cardinality restrictions are used to constrain the

umber of values of a particular property, for example, a head has

xactly one face. Therefore, the class Head has been defined as

eing a subclass of the anonymous class (hasPart exactly 1
ace) and (hasPart exactly 1 Scalp) (see Fig. 6 ). The

elations between the rest of body parts and their subdivisions

ave been established using the same modeling principle (see

igs. 7–9 ). 

Not only are the different body parts subdivided in a hierar-

hical manner, they are also connected to other parts. Several ob-

ect properties have been defined in the Human Body Ontology

o describe the connections among body parts and their subdivi-

ions. The top property is connectedTo and it has eight sub-

roperties defining the connections of body parts according to

he standard human directional terms: superior or inferior, ante-

ior or posterior, medial or lateral, proximal or distal. The prop-

rty superiorlyConnectedTo relates a body part with an-

ther one located towards the top of the body or human head,

nd has as inverse the property inferiorlyConnectedTo .
he property anteriorlyConnectedTo relates a body part

ith another one located towards the front of the body, and

as as inverse the property posteriorlyConnectedTo . The
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Fig. 6. Human Body Ontology: overview of the class Head and the class HeadSubdivision . 

Fig. 7. Human Body Ontology: overview of the class Trunk and the class TrunkSubdivision . 
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property laterallyConnectedTo relates a body part with

another one located towards the lateral of the body, and has

as inverse the property mediallyConnectedTo . The property

proximallyConnectedTo relates a body part with another one

located towards the main mass of the body, and has as inverse the

property distallyConnectedTo . 
To complete the ontology definition, the connections among

the body parts need to be established using the subproper-

ties of connectedTo . For example, in the case of the trunk

(see Fig. 7 ), this is modeled via the class Trunk and it
as three subdivisions represented through the classes Thorax ,
bdomen and Back . The thorax and the abdomen conform

he anterior part of the trunk and the back the posterior

art of it. Therefore, the class Back is defined to be a sub-

lass of the anonymous class anteriorlyConnectedTo some
horax and the anonymous class anteriorlyConnectedTo
ome Abdomen . The connection between the class Thorax and

he class Back can be directly inferred from the inverse prop-

rties. Thus, the class Thorax is inferred to be a subclass of

he anonymous class posteriorlyConnectedTo some Back .
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Fig. 8. Human Body Ontology: overview of the class UpperLimb and the class UpperLimbSubdivision . 

Fig. 9. Human Body Ontology: overview of the class LowerLimb and the class LowerLimbSubdivision . 
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imilarly, the class Abdomen is inferred to be as a subclass of

he anonymous class posteriorlyConnectedTo some Back .
oreover, the thorax is located on top of the abdomen, and

he class Abdomen is asserted to be a subclass of the anony-

ous class superiorlyConnectedTo some Thorax . The cor-

esponding inverse links can be directly inferred. Then, the
lass Thorax is inferred to be a subclass of the anonymous

lass inferiorlyConnectedTo some Abdomen . The connec-

ions between the subdivisions of the head are established through

he same subproperties of connectedTo (see Fig. 6 ). In the case

f the upper and lower limbs, the same modeling principle ap-

lies but the property proximallyConnectedTo and its in-
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verse distallyConnectedTo are used to establish the connec-

tions (see Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 ). For example, the Forearm is a sub-

class of the anonymous class proximallyConnectedTo some
Elbow , since the forearm is more distant from the trunk than

the elbow. The connections between the main body parts can also

be established through the eight subproperties of the property

connectedTo . The main difference with the previous examples

is the usage of the property lateralyConnectedTo . The trunk

is in the middle of the body and the upper limbs are in a lateral

position from the trunk. Thus, the connection between the class

Trunk and the class UpperLimb is created by using the prop-

erty lateralyConnectedTo and defining the class Trunk as a

subclass of the anonymous class lateralyConnectedTo some
UpperLimb . 

The property symmetricTo is used to model the rela-

tions between body parts symmetrically located on the hu-

man body. For example, the individual user_left_upperlimb
of the class UpperLimb is related to the individual user_
right_upperlimb of the class UpperLimb via a the property

symmetricTo . 
The Human Body Ontology models the human body so that the

location of a wearable sensor platform on specific body parts can

be exhaustively described. The Wearable Sensor Platform Ontology

could be easily extended to include any available ontology model-

ing the human body. Two possible candidates are the Foundational

Model of Anatomy ontology (FMA) [39] , one of the most complete

knowledge source for bioinformatics which represents the pheno-

typic structure of the human body, and the Uber anatomy ontology

(Uberon) [40] , an anatomy ontology that integrates any type of an-

imal species. These ontologies are much more extensive than the

Human Body Ontology and cover many concepts which are not re-

quired to model the location of wearable sensor platforms on the

human body. However, the appropriate concepts could be mapped

into the Human Body Ontology to enable their coexistance in the

Wearable Sensor Platform Ontology. 

The Human Body Ontology is extensible and new concepts can

be added in a simple fashion. In future versions of this ontology,

some characteristics of the body parts could extend the defini-

tion of the class HumanBodyPart . These new concepts would be

directly inherited by all the subclasses representing the different

body parts, such as the UpperLimb or Back . One example of the

new characteristics that could be modeled in the Human Body On-

tology is the mobility level of a body part. A system taking into

account possible injuries of the user in the selection of the wear-

able sensor platforms would require this information. In such a

scenario, marking the injured body parts and with reduced mo-

bility would be relevant to avoid selecting a replacement sensor

platform worn on these body parts. 

3.2.2. Wearables survival range ontology 

The Wearables Survival Range Ontology models the survival

conditions of a wearable system. The main class of this ontol-

ogy is the class WearableSurvivalRange which is a subclass

of the class ssn:SurvivalRange and represents the survival

range of wearable systems (see Fig. 10 ). The survival conditions of

a wearable system are described through a set of survival prop-

erties represented by the class WearableSurvivalProperty ,
which is a subclass of the class ssn:SurvivalProperty . More-

over, the class WearableSurvivalRange is declared to be a

subclass of the anonymous class ssn:hasSurvivalProperty
only WearableSurvivalProperty . 

The class WearableSurvivalProperty is further specified

to model the most common survival properties of the wearable

systems. Particularly, the class WearableBatteryLifetime
is defined to represent the lifetime of the battery in a wear-

able system. The class WearableBatteryLifetime is a
ubclass of the class WearableSurvivalProperty and the

lass ssn:BatteryLifetime for which some restrictions are

sserted. The class WearableBatteryLifetime is a sub-

lass of the anonymous classes hasQuantityValue some
sd:float and hasQuantityValue only xsd:float ,
here hasQuantityValue is a functional data property, and

sd:float is the datatype of the W3C XML Schema Definition

anguage (XSD) [38] . These universal and existential restrictions

n the property hasQuantityValue indicate that there must be

 value for this property and it has to be of type float. Moreover,

he class WearableBatteryLifetime is also asserted to be

 subclass of the anonymous class hasUnit value s , where

asUnit is a functional object property used to define the units

n which the battery lifetime is measured, and s is the individual

f the class UnitOfMeasure which represents the seconds. 

The Wearables Survival Range Ontology only defines the life-

ime of the battery as a property of the wearable system. How-

ver, this ontology could be easily extended in the future to model

ore survival properties of the wearable systems, such as mem-

ry resources or processing power. These properties are certainly

mportant for the self-configuration of the wearable sensor sys-

em at runtime. In this scenario, sensors need to be associated to

 wearable systems and knowing the system memory is crucial

o ensure that the sensors can be supported. Thus, in the future

he class WearableSurvivalProperty could be subclassed to

odel these concepts. 

.3. Description of MIMU-based wearable platforms using 

IMU-Wear 

The presented MIMU-Wear Ontology models the basic concepts

o describe wearable sensor platforms consisting of MIMUs. How-

ver, in order to describe a specific model of a MIMU or a precise

earable sensor platform, the definition of some more restrictive

lasses is required. Moreover, to describe the particular operation

ode of a MIMU or the location of wearable sensor platform, in-

tances of the classes described in the MIMU-Wear Ontology need

o be generated. In the following, the use of the MIMU-Wear On-

ology to describe MIMU-based sensor platforms is presented. An

xample of its application in the description of a real scenario is

nalyzed in Section 5.2 . 

To represent a specific model and brand of MIMU, the threes

ubclasses of the class MIMU - Accelerometer , Gyroscope
nd Magnetometer - can be further subclassed in order to

roup the MIMUs with common properties. In the definition

f a particular model of MIMU there is no need to assert the

alue of the property ssn:observes since this is directly in-

erred from its superclass. However, further definition of the

ubclasses of the class MimuMeasurementCapability is

equired to model the MIMU measurement capabilities. For

xample, an accelerometer of a precise brand and model is de-

cribed as a subclass of the class Accelerometer . The axiom

sn:observes value acceleration is directly inferred

or this subclass. This means that the class grouping these type

f accelerometers is inferred to be as a subclass of the MIMUs

hich measure the acceleration magnitude. However, in the

escription of this accelerometer is necessary to define its spe-

ific measurement range as one of its capabilities. To model the

easurement range as a capability of the accelerometer, a sub-

lass of the class AccelerometerMeasurementCapability
hould be created and linked to a new member of the class

ccelerometerMeasurementRange via the property

sn:hasMeasurementProperty . For the member of the

lass AccelerometerMeasurementRange , the values of the

ata properties hasMaxValue and hasMinValue should

e asserted to indicate the value in m/s 2 that define the
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Fig. 10. Wearables Survival Range Ontology: overview of the class WearableSurvivalRange and the class WearableSurvivalProperty . 
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nterval of the accelerometer dynamic range. The units do

ot need to be asserted since the axiom hasUnit value
_per_square_s is directly inferred from the superclass

ccelerometerMeasurementRange . 
The individuals of the class MIMU and the individuals of its

ubclasses represent the particular MIMUs. The description of a

recise MIMU is created by defining the corresponding individ-

al of the appropriate subclass of the class MIMU . Several gen-

ral axioms defining the MIMU are already inferred from the class

efinition when creating the individual. However, the capabilities

f the MIMU for the current working mode need to be speci-

ed. This means, asserting the specific value taken by the property

asMeasurementCapability . 
In a working scenario, it could be the MIMU vendor the one

hat provides the ontological description of their particular model

f MIMU. This means that the vendor provides the description of

he appropriate subclass of the class MIMU - Accelerometer ,
yroscope or Magnetometer -. The MIMU description would

e created using the MIMU Ontology part of MIMU-Wear in an ap-

roach based on Linked Data [41] . This would enable to create the

IMU descriptions in a distributed fashion, make them available

o the public and reuse them in different scenarios. Moreover, it

ould be quite efficient to generate the descriptions for any spe-

ific MIMU by only creating an individual of the class representing

he particular model of MIMU and which has already been pro-

ided by the vendor. 

Similarly, the wearable sensor platforms can be further de-

ned to represent specific models. In this case, a subclass of

he class WearableSensorPlatform is created and linked to

he corresponding new subclass of the class WearableSystem .
or a specific model and brand of wearable sensor system,

niversal restrictions and cardinality restrictions on the prop-

rty ssn:hasSubsystem have to be asserted to link to

he particular models of MIMU integrated in the wearable

latform. These assertions relate the subclasses of the class

earableSensorPlatform in the Wearable Sensor Platform

ntology with the subclasses of the class MIMU in the MIMU On-

ology; thus, linking the two main parts of MIMU-Wear. The ven-

a  
or of the wearable sensor platform could create the ontological

escription of their particular model of wearable and make it pub-

icly available. In fact, this vendor could directly use the descrip-

ion provided by the vendor of the MIMU and particularize it for

he specific setup in a strategy based on the Linked Data concept. 

The individuals of the class WearableSensorPlatform and

he individuals of its subclasses represent the specific wear-

ble sensor platforms. Therefore, a description of a specific

earable sensor platforms is created by defining the corre-

ponding individual of the appropriate subclass of the class

earableSensorPlatform . The user of a wearable sensor plat-

orm would be able to generate the description of their par-

icular wearable device by simply creating an instance of the

lass describing the wearable which is provided by the ven-

or. The description of the wearable should be completed for

he deployment scenario, including the location of the sensor.

his means that the property placedOn which links the class

earableSensorPlatform with the class HumanBodyPart , 
hould be asserted for the specific wearable. For example, in the

ase of a bracelet, the value of the property placedOn would be

n individual of the class Wrist , particularly the one representing

he wrist of the user wearing the bracelet. In order to link a wear-

ble sensor platform to a particular body part, the model of the

ody of the user should be previously created. This means defin-

ng the individuals for the different body parts of the user, so that

hey could be integrated in the description of the wearable. 

The deployment is a dynamic condition of the wearable sen-

or platform. The user can wear on the wearable, or take it off and

eave it resting aside. Therefore, the property placedOn in the de-

cription of the wearable should be updated every time there is a

hange to reflect the real time situation. 

. A method for sensor selection based on MIMU-Wear 

This section presents a novel sensor selection method to enable

he replacement of anomalous MIMU sensors in wearable activity

ecognizers whenever a sensor is detected to have suffered some

nomaly. The goal of the sensor selection method is to ensure con-
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tinuity in the performance of the wearable activity recognizer. Due

to the failure or the fault of one of the MIMU sensors, the per-

formance of the wearable activity recognizer might decrease. Us-

ing a replacement sensor which can provide the activity recognizer

with a similar sensing functionality, the performance of the wear-

able activity recognizer could in principle get restored to its origi-

nal value. 

The proposed sensor selection method is based on the MIMU-

ear Ontology and requires that all the available MIMU-based

wearable sensor platforms are described using this ontology. Sev-

eral rules are established in order to define the candidate replace-

ment MIMU sensors to be used in the wearable activity recognizer

(see Section 4.1 ). The rules might depend on the application sce-

nario and need to be particularized and prioritized for each specific

case. The combination of the rules and the MIMU-Wear Ontology

provides the inference features required to determine the replace-

ment sensors. Posing the adequate queries on the descriptions of

the available MIMU-based wearable sensor platforms will allow se-

lecting the best MIMU sensors which could replace the ones suf-

fering anomalies in a wearable activity recognizer (see Section 4.2 ).

4.1. Rules for candidate sensor replacements 

Rules are required to determine the MIMU sensors which are

possible candidates for the replacement of an anomalous sensor

in a wearable activity recognizer. In the proposed sensor selection

method, SWRL rules are utilized to define the candidate replace-

ment sensors. SWRL [42] is characterized to integrate with OWL

2 and therefore, it benefits from the full potential of ontological

reasoning offered by OWL 2. 

The rules defined to determine the candidate replacement sen-

sors build on the MIMU-Wear Ontology and utilize the concepts

represented in it. In order to model the relation of one sensor

with its potential candidate replacement ones, the object property

hasReplacement has been defined. This property links two in-

dividuals of the class MIMU ; thus, it has the class MIMU as part of

its domain and its range. Moreover, several subproperties of the

property hasReplacement have been defined to particularize

the conditions in which the candidate sensor has been proposed

for replacement. The name of the properties are self-explanatory

and describe the characteristics of the candidate replacement sen-

sor. For example, the property hasReplacementSameType is

utilized to link a MIMU sensor with another one which is a can-

didate replacement since it measures the same type of magnitude.

This means that an accelerometer is proposed as candidate using

the property hasReplacementSameType , if the faulty sensor is

an accelerometer, or a gyroscope in the case of an anomalous gy-

roscope, or a magnetometer in the case of a failure in a magne-

tometer. 

The rules for candidate sensor replacements depend on the ap-

plication scenario and the particular requirements of the activity

recognizer. Therefore, depending on the characteristics of the ac-

tivity recognition problem a different set of rules should be used.

Several rules which are generic and might apply to multiple sce-

narios are presented in the following. One should note that the

results produced by some of these rules might be contradictory

since they tackle different problems. Moreover, the list of rules is

not exhaustive and only intends to showcase different possibilities

offered by the proposed sensor selection method. 

The identification of candidate sensor replacements should be

done on the basis of the sensing functionalities offered by the

MIMU sensors. The most prominent of these functionalities is the

kind of magnitude measured by the sensor which determines the

type of MIMU. Therefore, Table 1 shows three rules defined for the

identification of candidate sensor replacements based on the type

of anomalous MIMU sensor. The first idea one could consider to
nd a replacement for an anomalous MIMU in a wearable activity

ecognizer would be trying to get the signal of any other MIMU

ble to measure the same type of magnitude. Rule#1 describes

his situation: if ?s1 and ?s2 are two different MIMUs which ob-

erve the same magnitude, represented in the rule as ?m1 and

m2 , then ?s2 is a candidate replacement for ?s1 . If there is no

ther MIMU able to measure the same type of magnitude, trans-

er learning could be applied [43] . In this case, the requirement

ould be finding a replacement sensor of another modality capa-

le of measuring a different type of magnitude (Rule#2). Moreover,

n a more particular case of transfer learning where this technique

ould only be applied from the acceleration signal to the rate of

urn signal, a failing accelerometer could be replaced by a gyro-

cope (Rule#3). 

In the rules presented in Table 1 , the kind of magnitude mea-

ured by the sensor, which determines the type of MIMU, is only

onsidered for the identification of candidate sensor replacements.

owever, the sensing functionalities offered by a MIMU sensor are

ot only represented by the measured magnitude, but also by their

easurement capabilities. Therefore, Table 2 presents some rules

hich enable the identification of candidate sensor replacements

ased on the measurement capabilities of the MIMUs. These rules

xtend the rules presented in Table 1 and incorporate restrictions

n the measurement properties which define the measurement ca-

abilities of the MIMUs. Rule#4 identifies candidate replacements

hich are able of measuring the same type of magnitude and have

n equal or greater measurement range. Imposing this condition on

he measurement range, one can expect that all the values of the

ignal collected originally will also be registered by the replace-

ent MIMU, i.e., there will be no signal clipping. The rule states

hat if ?s1 and ?s2 are two different MIMUs which observe the

ame magnitude ( ?m1 and ?m2 ), and the upper limit of the mea-

urement range of the second sensor ( ?max2 ) is greater or equal

han the upper limit of the measurement range of the first sen-

or ( ?max1 ), and the lower limit of the measurement range of the

econd sensor ( ?min2 ) is less or equal than the lower limit of the

easurement range of the first sensor ( ?min1 ), then ?s2 is a can-

idate replacement for ?s1 . Similarly, Rule#5 identifies candidate

eplacements which are able of measuring the same type of mag-

itude and have an equal or greater value for the sensitivity. In

he case of Rule#6 the condition is imposed on the resolution of

he candidate replacement which needs to be equal or greater than

he original one. In Rule#7 and Rule#8 the candidate replacement

IMUs of the same type need to have, respectively, less or equal

rift, and less or equal noise levels. Finally, Rule#9 identifies can-

idate replacements which belong to a different MIMU type but

xecute the measurements at the same rate or frequency. All these

ules could be merged in any combination in order to pose si-

ultaneously several conditions in more than one of the measure-

ent properties which define the measurement capabilities of the

IMUs. 

Candidate sensor replacements can also be identified on the

asis of the characteristics of the wearable sensor platform such

s its location on the body of the user [9] . In fact, the location

here the wearable sensor platform is placed on the human body

s of utmost importance for the performance of the wearable ac-

ivity recognizer. Therefore, some rules incorporating the location

f the wearable sensor platform hosting the MIMU need to be de-

ned. Table 3 presents some rules for the identification of candi-

ate sensor replacements based on the locations of the wearable

ensor platform hosting the MIMU. The first option would be find-

ng a candidate replacement for an anomalous MIMU in the same

earable sensor platform. This means that the two MIMUs coex-

st in the same physical device and it could be expected that they

rovide similar signals (Rule#10). Another option would be iden-

ifying as a candidate replacement a MIMU sensor hosted on a
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Table 1 

Rules for identification of candidate sensor replacements based on the MIMU types. 

ID Description Rule 

1 Same MIMU type MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → 

hasReplacementSameType(?s1,?s2) 

2 Different MIMU type MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
differentFrom(?m1, ?m2) → hasReplacementDiffType(?s1,?s2) 

3 Gyroscope to replace an Accelerometer Accelerometer(?s1) ∧ Gyroscope(?s2) → hasReplacementAccGyro(?s1,?s2) 

Table 2 

Rules for identification of candidate sensor replacements based on the measurement capabilities of the MIMU. 

ID Description Rule 

4 Same MIMU type with equal or greater Measurement Range MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s1,?c1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s2,?c2) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c1,?p1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c2,?p2) ∧ MimuMeasurementRange(?p1) ∧ 
MimuMeasurementRange(?p2) ∧ hasRangeMaxValue(?p1,?max1) ∧ 
hasRangeMaxValue(?p2,?max2) ∧ hasRangeMinValue(?p1,?min1) ∧ 
hasRangeMinValue(?p2,?min2) ∧ swrlb:greaterThanOrEqual(?max2, ?max1) 

∧ swrlb:lessThanOrEqual(?min2, ?min1) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → 

hasReplacementSameTypeRange(?s1,?s2) 

5 Same MIMU type with equal or greater Sensitivity MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s1,?c1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s2,?c2) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c1,?p1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c2,?p2) ∧ MimuSensitivity(?p1) ∧ 
MimuSensitivity(?p2) ∧ hasQuantityValue(?p1,?v1) ∧ 
hasQuantityValue(?p2,?v2) ∧ swrlb:greaterThanOrEqual(?v2, ?v1) ∧ 
differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → hasReplacementSameTypeSens(?s1,?s2) 

6 Same MIMU type with equal or greater Resolution MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s1,?c1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s2,?c2) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c1,?p1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c2,?p2) ∧ MimuResolution(?p1) ∧ 
MimuResolution(?p2) ∧ hasQuantityValue(?p1,?v1) ∧ 
hasQuantityValue(?p2,?v2) ∧ swrlb:greaterThanOrEqual(?v2, ?v1) ∧ 
differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → hasReplacementSameTypeRes(?s1,?s2) 

7 Same MIMU type with equal or less Drift MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s1,?c1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s2,?c2) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c1,?p1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c2,?p2) ∧ MimuDrift(?p1) ∧ MimuDrift(?p2) 

∧ hasQuantityValue(?p1,?v1) ∧ hasQuantityValue(?p2,?v2) ∧ 
swrlb:lessThanOrEqual(?v2, ?v1) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → 

hasReplacementSameTypeDrift(?s1,?s2) 

8 Same MIMU type with equal or less Noise MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s1,?c1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s2,?c2) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c1,?p1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c2,?p2) ∧ MimuNoise(?p1) ∧ MimuNoise(?p2) 

∧ hasQuantityValue(?p1,?v1) ∧ hasQuantityValue(?p2,?v2) ∧ 
swrlb:lessThanOrEqual(?v2, ?v1) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → 

hasReplacementSameTypeNoise(?s1,?s2) 

9 Different MIMU type with same Frequency MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
differentFrom(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s1,?c1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s2,?c2) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c1,?p1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c2,?p2) ∧ MimuFrequency(?p1) ∧ 
MimuFrequency(?p2) ∧ hasQuantityValue(?p1,?v1) ∧ 
hasQuantityValue(?p2,?v2) ∧ swrlb:equal(?v2, ?v1) ∧ → 

hasReplacementDiffTypeFreq(?s1,?s2) 
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earable sensor platform located on the same body part where

he anomalous sensor is (Rule#11). If the two sensors are worn

n the same body part, one could expect that the measurements

hey provide would be very similar. In case no MIMU sensor hosted

n a wearable sensor platform is located on the body part where

he anomalous sensor is, it would be logical trying to identify a

andidate replacement located on any of the adjacent body parts

Rule#12). If two body parts are connected, for example the fore-

rm with the elbow, one could expect that their movements are
imilar and the MIMUs worn on them are candidate sensors for re-

lacement. Rule#12 presents this idea: if two MIMUs ( ?s1 and ?s2 )

re part of two wearable sensor platforms ( ?w1 and ?w2 ) located

n two connected body parts (represented in the rule as connect-

dTo(?l1, ?l2) where ?l1 and ?l2 are the body parts), then ?s2 is

 candidate replacement for ?s1 . In case no sensor is available on

he adjacent body parts, one could think of the identification of a

eplacement MIMU sensor hosted on a wearable sensor platform

ocated on a body part directly connected to the adjacent body
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Table 3 

Rules for identification of candidate sensor replacements based on the location of the wearable sensor platform hosting the MIMU. 

ID Description Rule 

10 On same platform MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ 
ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ sameAs(?w1, ?w2) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → 

hasReplacementSamePlatf(?s1,?s2) 

11 On same body part MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ 
ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
sameAs(?l1, ?l2) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → 

hasReplacementSamePart(?s1,?s2) 

12 On an adjacent body part MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ 
ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
connectedTo(?l1, ?l2) → hasReplacementAdjPart(?s1,?s2) 

13 On a body part directly connected to an adjacent one MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ 
ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
differentFrom(?l1,?l2) ∧ connectedTo(?l1, ?l3) ∧ connectedTo(?l2, ?l4) ∧ 
sameAs(?l3, ?l4) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → 

hasReplacementConnAdjPart(?s1,?s2) 

14 On the same body division MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ 
ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
partOf(?l1,?d1) ∧ partOf(?l2,?d2), sameAs(?d1, ?d2) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) 

→ hasReplacementSameDiv(?s1,?s2) 

15 On the symmetric body part MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ 
ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
symmetricTo(?l1, ?l2) → hasReplacementSymPart(?s1,?s2) 

16 On the symmetric body division MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ 
ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
partOf(?l1,?d1) ∧ partOf(?l2,?d2), symmetricTo(?d1, ?d2) → 

hasReplacementSymDiv(?s1,?s2) 

Table 4 

Rules for identification of candidate sensor replacements based on the survival range of the wearable sensor platform hosting the MIMU. 

ID Description Rule 

17 Battery lifetime greater than a certain limit (e.g., 3600 s) MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ 
ssn:hasSurvivalRange(?ws2,?r2) ∧ ssn:hasSurvivalProperty(?r2,?b2) ∧ 
WearableBatteryLifetime(?b2) ∧ hasQuantityValue(?b2,?v2) ∧ 
swrlb:greaterThan(?v2, “3600”∧ ∧ float) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → 

hasReplacementBat(?s1,?s2) 
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part (Rule#13). According to this rule, a MIMU sensor hosted on a

wearable sensor platform located on the arm would be a candidate

to replace an anomalous sensor on the forearm. A more general

option would be identifying as a candidate replacement a MIMU

sensor hosted on a wearable sensor platform located on the same

body division (Rule#14). For example, if the anomalous sensor is

located on the forearm, any other MIMU sensor hosted on a wear-

able sensor platform located on the same upper limb would be a

candidate sensor for replacement. Alternatively, another approach

would be finding a candidate replacement for an anomalous MIMU

in a wearable sensor platform located on the symmetric body part.

Frequently, daily living activities equally involve both sides of the

body; therefore, it might be reasonable to imagine that the signal

produced by the sensor on the symmetric body part could be mir-

roring the actual one (Rule#15). Under these conditions, the MIMU

sensor hosted on a wearable sensor platform located on left fore-

arm would be a candidate to replace the anomalous sensor on the

right forearm. A similar but more general option would identifying

as a candidate replacement a MIMU sensor hosted on a wearable

sensor platform located on the symmetric body division (Rule#16).

According to this rule, any sensor on the left upper limb would be

a candidate to replace an anomalous sensor on the right forearm. 

The characteristics of the wearable sensor platform do not re-

strict to its location, but also include its survival range. Thus, a
ule has been defined in Table 4 to identify candidate sensor re-

lacements based on the survival range of the wearable platform.

ule#17 determines that a candidate replacement ( ?s2 ) is a MIMU

ensor hosted on a wearable sensor platform ( ?ws2 ) which has

 survival range represented by its battery lifetime ( ?b2 ), which

akes a value ( ?v2 ) greater than a certain limit, for example 3600 s

 swrlb:greaterThan(?v2, “3600”∧ ∧ float) ). 

All the presented rules can be combined in order to obtain

ore meaningful descriptions for the identification of candidate

ensor replacements. Table 5 shows some examples of these more

omplex rules. Rule#18 combines Rule#9 with Rule#10 and states

hat a candidate replacement is the sensor which belongs to a dif-

erent MIMU type, executes the measurements at the same fre-

uency and is hosted on the same wearable sensor platform. This

ule would be typically used in a transfer learning scenario, where

he two different types of MIMUs execute the measurements at the

ame rate, coexist on the same wearable platform, and the recog-

ition model of the anomalous sensor can be transferred to the

andidate replacement, for example from an accelerometer to a

yroscope. Rule#19 combines Rule#1 with Rule#11 and Rule#17

n order to identify as a candidate replacement a MIMU sensor

f the same type hosted on a wearable sensor platform located

n the same body part and which has a expected battery lifetime

reater than a certain limit, for example 3600 s. Rule#20 combines
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Table 5 

Rules for identification of candidate sensor replacements based on the combinations of other rules. 

ID Description Rule 

18 Different MIMU type with same 

Frequency and on same platform 

MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
differentFrom(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s1,?c1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s2,?c2) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c1,?p1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c2,?p2) ∧ MimuFrequency(?p1) ∧ 
MimuFrequency(?p2) ∧ hasQuantityValue(?p1,?v1) ∧ 
hasQuantityValue(?p2,?v2) ∧ swrlb:equal(?v2, ?v1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ 
ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ sameAs(?w1, 

?w2) → hasReplacementDiffTypeFreqSamePlat(?s1,?s2) 

19 Same MIMU type and on same body 

part and with a battery lifetime 

greater than a certain limit 

MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ 
ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
sameAs(?l1, ?l2) ∧ ssn:hasSurvivalRange(?ws2,?r2) ∧ 
ssn:hasSurvivalProperty(?r2,?b2) ∧ WearableBatteryLifetime(?b2) ∧ 
hasQuantityValue(?b2,?v2) ∧ swrlb:greaterThan(?v2, “3600”∧ ∧ float) ∧ 
differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → hasReplacementSameTypeSamePartBat(?s1,?s2) 

20 Same MIMU type with equal or greater 

Measurement Range and on a 

symmetric body part 

MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ 
sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s1,?c1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementCapability(?s2,?c2) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c1,?p1) ∧ 
ssn:hasMeasurementProperty(?c2,?p2) ∧ MimuMeasurementRange(?p1) ∧ 
MimuMeasurementRange(?p2) ∧ hasRangeMaxValue(?p1,?max1) ∧ 
hasRangeMaxValue(?p2,?max2) ∧ hasRangeMinValue(?p1,?min1) ∧ 
hasRangeMinValue(?p2,?min2) ∧ swrlb:greaterThanOrEqual(?max2, ?max1) 

∧ swrlb:lessThanOrEqual(?min2, ?min1) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ 
ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
symmetricTo(?l1, ?l2) → hasReplacementSameTypeRangeSymPart(?s1,?s2) 

Listing 1. SPARQL query to retrieve all the candidate sensors to replace a MIMU with identifier < sensor-id > . 
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ule#4 with Rule#15 and identifies that a candidate replacement

s a MIMU which is able of measuring the same type of magni-

ude with an equal or greater measurement range, and is part of a

earable sensor platform located on the symmetric body part. 

The rules depend on the application scenario and the specific

equirements for the replacement sensor. Therefore, the presented

ules have to be particularized depending on the application re-

uirements. 

.2. Queries for sensor selection 

The novel selection method for the replacement of anomalous

ensors proposed in this work is based on an iterative query pro-

ess triggered once a sensor is detected to have failed. Posing the

dequate queries on the descriptions of the available MIMU-based

earable sensor platforms will allow selecting the best MIMU sen-

ors which could replace the ones suffering from anomalies in a

earable activity recognizer. 

The query method builds on the MIMU-Wear ontology and de-

ends on the set of rules which are defined for each applica-

ion scenario. The priorities assigned to the outcomes of each of

he rules are pretty important for the effectiveness of the query

ethod. Therefore, a particular sequence order should be estab-

ished for the execution of the queries depending on the specific

roblem. 

SPARQL [44] , a query language for RDF, is utilized in the sen-

or selection method because of its fully potential to query OWL

 data. Listing 1 shows a query which retrieves all the candi-

ate sensors to replace an anomalous MIMU. In fact, the string

 sensor-id > in the query must be replaced with the actual

dentifier of the anomalous MIMU, which is the name of the in-

ividual of the class MIMU representing this very MIMU in the on-
ology. The query is very abstract and applies to any MIMU inde-

endently of its characteristics and the wearable sensor platform in

hich it is hosted. This generality avoids having to know the actual

haracteristics of the anomalous sensor in order to pose the query.

hese characteristics are inferred from the ontology and the rules

nd implicitly used in the query execution. Thus, the main benefit

s that in the query method only the identifier of the anomalous

ensor is needed. 

The query presented in Listing 1 should be particularized in

rder to obtain a more reduced set of MIMU sensors which are

ossible candidates for the replacement of an anomalous sensor

n a wearable activity recognizer. The restriction of the results

s based on querying for a specific subproperty of the property

asReplacement , instead of using the generic one. For example,

f the expected result is a set of candidate MIMUs which are able

f measuring the same type of magnitude with an equal or greater

easurement range, and which are part of a wearable sensor plat-

orm located on the symmetric body part (Rule#20), the SPARQL

uery in Listing 2 should be executed. 

The SPARQL solution modifier ORDER BY could be utilized to

rder the query results depending one criteria, so that the selec-

ion between the candidates replacement sensors is facilitated. For

xample, the SPARQL result could order the candidate MIMU sen-

ors depending on the battery lifetime of the wearable sensor plat-

orm. Moreover, the potential of the SPARQL algebra could enable

btaining as result only one candidate replacement sensor which

s the one that maximizes or minimizes one search criteria. As an

xample, the result could be the candidate MIMU sensor hosted in

he wearable sensor platform which has the longest expected bat-

ery lifetime. 

The sensor selection method is based on an iterative query pro-

ess triggered once a sensor is detected to behave anomalously.
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Listing 2. SPARQL query for the identification of candidate replacement sensors able of measuring the same type of magnitude with an equal or greater measurement range 

and which are part of a wearable sensor platform located on the symmetric body part. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11. Sensor deployment for the experimental scenario. Nine MIMU-based wear- 

able platforms (W_1,...,W_9) are placed on different parts of the user body. 
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The iterative method ensures that if no result is provided for a

query, another less restrictive query or with another criteria is ex-

ecuted in order to obtain as result a candidate replacement sen-

sor. For example, in a particular scenario, the logic could be that

the first option in order to replace an anomalous MIMU is try-

ing to find a replacement sensor hosted on a wearable sensor

platform located on the same body part. Therefore, it executes

a SPARQL query for the results of Rule#11, i.e., on the property

hasReplacementSamePart . In case no sensor is found on the

same body part, it tries to find a candidate replacement hosted

on a wearable sensor platform located on any of the adjacent

body parts by querying for the results of Rule#12 on the prop-

erty hasReplacementAdjPart . In case no sensor is found on

the adjacent parts, the closest sensor could be searched, or in the

case of a MIMU sensor is hosted on a wearable sensor platform

located on a limb, it could try to find a sensor in the symmetric

part. This is executing the query for the results of Rule#15 on the

property hasReplacementSymPart . 

5. An example of sensor replacement using MIMU-Wear and 

the sensor selection method 

In order to provide a clearer view of the MIMU-Wear Ontol-

ogy and the functioning of the proposed sensor selection method,

this section presents an exemplary application scenario. The sen-

sor selection method is here used to ensure continuity in real-

world wearable activity recognition. In a real world scenario, the

wearable sensors might suffer from anomalies, such us failures or

faults. Whenever this happens, the performance of the activity rec-

ognizer decreases due to the processing of a corrupted signal, or

in the worst case, not receiving any signal at all. Once detecting

such a situation, it would be desirable to replace the anomalous

sensor with another one which provides the same sensing func-

tionality. The final goal is that after the sensor replacement, the

performance of the wearable activity recognizer gets restored to its

original value, or at least it increases with respect to the failure sit-

uation. The proposed sensor selection method should be triggered

when a sensor is detected to fail [45,46] in order to identify an

appropriate candidate sensor replacement. After the candidate has

been identified using the proposed sensor selection method, the

actual replacement should take place. The replacement process is

not part of this work neither the detection of the sensor failure. 

5.1. Deployment scenario 

Nine MIMU-based wearable platforms are considered in this ex-

emplary scenario (see Fig. 11 ). The wearable sensor platforms are

symmetrically distributed all over the body and worn on the four

limbs and the trunk. Specifically, the MIMU-based wearable plat-

forms are deployed in this scenario are the MTx, a 3DOF inertial

Orientation Tracker developed by Xsens [47] . The MTx wearable

sensor platforms are composed of three MIMU sensors: a 3D ac-

celerometer, a 3D gyroscope and 3D magnetometer. More details

on the specifications of these sensors are provided in the follow-

ing section. 

5.2. Scenario description using MIMU-Wear 

The MIMU-Wear Ontology is here used to describe the nine

MTx wearable sensor platforms in this exemplary scenario. The

r  
ogic for the user of MIMU-Wear is presented in Section 3.3 , but

ere the process is described through an example. First, the generic

escriptions of the three MIMUs embedded into MTx wearable

ensor platform are created. Second, the description of the MTx

earable sensor platform is generated and the links to the embed-

ed MIMUs are established. Finally, the specific descriptions for the

ine particular instances of the MTx wearable sensor platforms are

efined. 

.2.1. Generic description of the MTx wearable sensor platform 

In a practical application, where the MIMU-Wear ontology

ould be widely adopted, the creation of the generic description of

he sensors and wearable sensor platforms would performed only

nce by the manufacturer. In this case Xsens would make available

he ontological classes describing their MIMU sensors and wear-

ble sensor platforms. The process of creating these descriptions is

xplained in the following. 

In order to represent the accelerometer embedded into

Tx, the class MTxAcc is defined as a subclass of the class

ccelerometer and of the anonymous class ssn:has
easurementCapability only MTxAccMeasurementCap 
bility . The class MTxAccMeasurementCapability is de-

ned here to represent the actual measurement capabilities of the

Tx accelerometer and is a subclass of the class Accelerometer
easurementCapability . The MTx accelerometer has three

ifferent configurations which determine the different values of its

easurement properties such as its measurement range, sensitiv-

ty, or noise. Each one of these configurations is modeled as an in-

ividual of the class MTxAccMeasurementCapability , namely

tandard_MTxAcc_capability , costum17_MTxAcc_capa
ility and costum100_MTxAcc_capability . The values of

he measurement properties of the MTx can be obtained from its

pecification sheet [47] and are ontologically modeled as follows. 

The measurement range for the standard configuration of

he MTx accelerometer is ± 50 m/s 2 . In order to represent this

ange, the individual standard_MTxAcc_mrange of the class
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ccelerometerMeasurementRange has asserted for the 

roperty hasMaxValue the value ‘‘50’’ ∧ ∧ float and for the

roperty hasMinValue the value ‘‘-50’’ ∧ ∧ float . The sensi-

ivity of the MTx accelerometer is 0.5% of the full scale or measure-

ent range, which means 0.5 m/s 2 for the standard configuration.

he individual standard_MTxAcc_sensitivity of the class

ccelerometerSensitivity has asserted for the property

asQuantityValue the value ‘‘0.5’’ ∧ ∧ float . Since the

requency of the MTx accelerometer is 30 Hz, the individual

tandard_MTxAcc_frequency of the class MimuFrequency 
as asserted for the property hasQuantityValue the value

‘30’’ ∧ ∧ float . The drift of the MTx accelerometer is 0.1 °
nd is represented as the individual standard_MTxAcc_drift 
f the class MimuDrift which has asserted for the property

asQuantityValue the value ‘‘0.1’’ ∧ ∧ float . Finally, the

oise of the MTx accelerometer is 0.002 m/s 2 / �Hz for the standard

onfiguration. Thus, the individual standard_MTxAcc_noise 
f the class AccelerometerNoise has asserted for the prop-

rty hasQuantityValue the value ‘‘0.002’’ ∧ ∧ float .
n one of the costume configurations, the measurement

ange of the MTx accelerometer is ± 17 m/s 2 . Thus,

he individual custom17_MTxAcc_mrange of the class

ccelerometerMeasurementRange has asserted for the 

roperty hasMaxValue the value ‘‘17’’ ∧ ∧ float and for

he property hasMinValue and the value ‘‘-17’’ ∧ ∧ float .
n this configuration, the sensitivity of 0.5% of the measurement

ange is equivalent to 0.17 m/s 2 . This sensitivity is represented

s the individual custom17_MTxAcc_sensitivity of the

lass AccelerometerSensitivity which has asserted for the

roperty hasQuantityValue the value ‘‘0.17’’ ∧ ∧ float .
he rest of measurement properties - frequency, drift and noise

 take the same values for this configuration than for the stan-

ard case. Therefore, no new individuals are created to represent

hem but the ones already defined for the standard config-

ration are reused. In the other costume configuration, the

easurement range of the MTx accelerometer is ± 100 m/s 2 .

hus, the individual custom100_MTxAcc_mrange of the class

ccelerometerMeasurementRange has asserted for the 

roperty hasMaxValue the value ‘‘100’’ ∧ ∧ float and for

he property hasMinValue the value ‘‘-100’’ ∧ ∧ float .
n this configuration, the sensitivity of 0.5% of the measure-

ent range is equivalent to 1 m/s 2 . This sensitivity is repre-

ented as the individual custom100_MTxAcc_sensitivity 
f the class AccelerometerSensitivity which has as-

erted for the property hasQuantityValue the value

‘1’’ ∧ ∧ float . Moreover, the noise of the MTx accelerom-

ter for this configuration is 0.003 m/s 2 / �Hz and to repre-

ent it the individual custom100_MTxAcc_noise of the

lass AccelerometerNoise has asserted for the property

asQuantityValue the value ‘‘0.003’’ ∧ ∧ float . The rest

f measurement properties for this configuration take the same

alues than in the case of the standard configuration. 

Having defined the different values for the measurement prop-

rties, these can be linked to the actual measurement capabilities

hich represent each one of the MTx accelerometer configurations.

n order to represent the capabilities of the standard configuration,

he individual standard_MTxAcc_capability has asserted 

or the property ssn:hasMeasurementProperty the following

ndividuals standard_MTxAcc_mrange , standard_MTxAcc_ 
ensitivity , standard_MTxAcc_frequency , standard_ 
TxAcc_drift , and standard_MTxAcc_noise . For one of the

ustom configurations, the individual costum17_MTxAcc_capa 
ility has asserted for the property ssn:hasMeasurement
roperty the individuals custom17_MTxAcc_mrange , cust
m17_MTxAcc_sensitivity , standard_MTxAcc_frequency
tandard_MTxAcc_drift , and standard_MTxAcc_noise . 
or the other custom configuration, the individual

ostum100_MTxAcc_capability has asserted for the 

roperty ssn:hasMeasurementProperty the individuals 

ustom100_MTxAcc_mrange , custom100_MTxAcc_noise , 
ustom100_MTxAcc_sensitivity , standard_MTxAcc_ 
requency , and standard_MTxAcc_drift . 

Following a similar approach, the class MTxGyro could be de-

ned to represent the gyroscope embedded into MTx and the class

TxMag to represent the magnetometer. The generic description of

he wearable sensor platform can be created when the description

f the three types of MIMUs is already available. 

The MTx wearable sensor platform is represented via

he class MTxPlat which is a subclass of the class

earableSensorPlatform . The class MTxSystem is de-

ned to be a subclass of the class WearableSystem and

f the anonymous class ssn:onPlatform only MTxPlat .
oreover, the class MTxSystem is asserted to be a subclass

f the anonymous classes ssn:hasSubsystem exactly 1
TxAcc , ssn:hasSubsystem exactly 1 MTxGyro and

sn:hasSubsystem exactly 1 MTxMag . These cardinality

estrictions state that the MTx wireless sensor platform is com-

osed of one MTx accelerometer, one MTx gyroscope and one MTx

agnetometer. 

.2.2. Description of the particular MTx elements in the scenario 

Let now imagine that the manufacturer has created the generic

ntological description of the MTx and has made it is avail-

ble online. Then, the particular description of the wearable sen-

or platforms and their embedded MIMUs can be easily created.

hese definitions could be created by the final user when uti-

izing the application, but it would be more common that they

ould be automatically generated at application setup. Anyway,

his would require that the designer of the activity recognition

pplication provides an interface to create the descriptions. In

he following, the manual creation of the MTx descriptions is

xplained. 

The description of the accelerometer embedded into the MTx

s already defined via the class MTxAcc . Nine individuals of this

lass - MTxAcc_1 , MTxAcc_2 ,..., MTxAcc_9 - can be created in

rder to represent the accelerometers in each one of the wearable

ensor platforms - W_1, W_2,..., W_9. For example, the individual

TxAcc_1 (see Fig. 12 ) represents the accelerometer hosted on

_1, i.e., on the wearable sensor platform worn on the right

orearm. Only one axiom has to be asserted in order to define

ach individual, since the rest of the definition is directly derived

rom the class description. Particularly, the value of the prop-

rty ssn:hasMeasurementCapability has to be asserted in

rder to model the specific capabilities of the MTx accelerome-

er for the current working mode. This property can only take

s value three individuals standard_MTxAcc_capability , 
ostum17_MTxAcc_capability or costum100_MTxAcc_ 
apability depending on the accelerometer configuration. 

ince all the accelerometers work in the standard configuration,

he nine individuals of the class MTxAcc will have asserted the

ndividual standard_MTxAcc_capability for the property 

asMeasurementCapability . 
The individuals of the class MTxPlat represent the par-

icular wearable sensor platforms. For example, the individual

TxPlat_1 (see Fig. 13 ) represents the wearable sensor plat-

orm worn on the right forearm (W_1 in the scenario). The

orresponding individual MTxSys_1 (see Fig. 14 ) of the class

TxSystem is created and linked to MTxPlat_1 via the prop-

rty ssn:onPlatform . Moreover, the specific MIMUs which are

art of the wireless sensor platform are asserted as the values

f the property ssn:hasSubsystem . For example, in the case

f the individual MTxSys_1 , the property ssn:hasSubsystem
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Fig. 12. MTxAcc_1 : instance of the the class MTxAcc which describes the accelerometer embedded into the MTx. The axioms marked in yellow represent the inferred 

knowledge, whereas the others are asserted axioms. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 

article). 

Fig. 13. MTxPlat_1 : instance of the the class MTxPlat which describes the MTx. The axioms marked in yellow represent the inferred knowledge, whereas the others are 

asserted axioms. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

Fig. 14. MTxSys_1 : instance of the the class MTxSystem which describes the MTx. The axioms marked in yellow represent the inferred knowledge, whereas the others 

are asserted axioms. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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takes as values MTxAcc_1 , MTxGyro_1 and MTxMag_1 , which

are individuals of the classes MTxAcc , MTxGyro and MTxMag , re-

spectively. In order to complete the description of the wearable

sensor platform, its deployment on the body of the user should

be modeled. This is done by asserting the value of the property

placedOn for the individual of the class MTxPlat . For example,

in the case of the MTx wearable sensor platform worn on the right

forearm, the property placedOn of the individual MTxPlat_1
takes as value the individual user_right_forearm , which is a
ember of the class Forearm in the Human Body Ontology and

epresents the right forearm of the user. 

Similarly, the nine individuals of the class MTxGyro and nine of

he class MTxMag should be created in order to represent the nine

yroscopes and the nine magnetometers hosted in the MTx wear-

ble sensor platforms. Moreover, the descriptions of the other eight

earable sensor platforms ( MTxPlat_2 , ... MTxPlat_9 ) could be

reated. Table 6 summarizes the names of the individuals repre-

enting each of the sensors and wearable sensor platforms. 
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Table 6 

Summary of the ontological description of the MIMU-based wearable sensor platforms for the scenario presented 

in Fig. 11 . 

ID (Fig 11 ) Wearable sensor platform Location Hosted MIMUs 

(individual of MTxPlat ) ( MTxPlat placedOn ) ( MTxSystem ssn:hasSubsystem ) 

W_1 MTxPlat_1 user_right_forearm MTxAcc_1 , MTxGyro_1 , MTxMag_1 
W_2 MTxPlat_2 user_right_arm MTxAcc_2 , MTxGyro_2 , MTxMag_2 
W_3 MTxPlat_3 user_back MTxAcc_3 , MTxGyro_3 , MTxMag_3 
W_4 MTxPlat_4 user_left_arm MTxAcc_4 , MTxGyro_4 , MTxMag_4 
W_5 MTxPlat_5 user_left_forearm MTxAcc_5 , MTxGyro_5 , MTxMag_5 
W_6 MTxPlat_6 user_right_leg MTxAcc_6 , MTxGyro_6 , MTxMag_6 
W_7 MTxPlat_7 user_right_thigh MTxAcc_7 , MTxGyro_7 , MTxMag_7 
W_8 MTxPlat_8 user_left_thigh MTxAcc_8 , MTxGyro_8 , MTxMag_8 
W_9 MTxPlat_9 user_left_leg MTxAcc_9 , MTxGyro_9 , MTxMag_9 
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.3. Application of the sensor selection method 

The wearable activity recognition scenario considered in this

xample seeks to conform as much as possible to a real-world

etup. Previous works have proven that using several sensors usu-

lly results in a higher level of accuracy and robustness of the

earable activity recognizer [8,9] . On the other hand, the more

ensors are utilized, the more computationally and energy expen-

ive the activity recognizer turns to be [10] , being the latter partic-

larly critical for wearable systems. For these reasons, a balanced

ensor setup is defined for this exemplary scenario. In a balanced

etup multiple sensors are available but only a subset of them ac-

ively participate in the recognition process. The remaining sensors

re kept in an idle or sleep state and can be used as replacement

nes. 

The nine MIMU-based wearable platforms deployed in this sce-

ario (see Fig. 11 ) are configured to capture only acceleration since

his magnitude proves to work well-enough for the recognition

f a variety of activities [48] . Therefore, gyroscopes and magne-

ometers are not operating and only accelerometers are measuring.

oreover, three out of the nine accelerometers are actually used

or the activity recognition process while the rest remain in idle

tate. The used MIMUs are the accelerometer hosted on W_1 - the

earable sensor platform on the right forearm -, the accelerometer

osted in W_3 - the wearable sensor platform on the back -, and

he accelerometer on W_9 - the wearable sensor platform on the

eft leg -. This setup has been chosen because it has shown to pro-

ide a good trade-off between number of sensors and performance

nd it has been successfully used in some prior applications [49–

2] . 

In order to showcase the functioning of the sensor selection

ethod whenever one of the three accelerometers hosted on the

earable sensor platforms W_1, W_3 or W_9 behaves anomalously,

articularly, when it runs out of battery, the generic rules pre-

ented in Section 4.1 have to be particularized for the actual appli-

ation scenario and the queries resented in Section 4.2 prioritized

ccordingly. 

Four rules are envisioned for this application scenario (see

able 7 ). These rules build on common sense assumptions about

hich are the best candidate replacement sensors. The first and

est option for a candidate replacement would be a MIMU sensor

hat measures the same type of magnitude and which is hosted on

 wearable sensor platform located on the same body part where

he anomalous sensor is. This rule which has priority P1 is a com-

ination of Rule#1 in Table 1 and Rule#11 in Table 3 . A second op-

ion consist in trying to find a candidate replacement of the same

IMU type and hosted in a wearable sensor platform located on

he symmetric body part. The rule which reflects this situation

as priority P2 and is a combination of Rule#1 in Table 1 and

ule#15 in Table 3 . The third rule is a combination of Rule#1 in

able 1 and Rule#12 in Table 3 , has priority P3 and seeks to iden-
ify a candidate replacement able of measuring the same magni-

ude and hosted in a wearable sensor platform located on any of

he adjacent body parts. Finally, the forth rule which has priority

4, aims at identifying a replacement MIMU sensor which mea-

ures the same magnitude and which is hosted on a wearable sen-

or platform located on a body part directly connected to an adja-

ent body part. This rule is a combination of Rule#1 in Table 1 and

ule#13 in Table 3 . 

In order to request the results provided by the rule with pri-

rity P1, the associated SPARQL query which is executed is shown

n Listing 3 . In the same way, to retrieve the results of rule with

riority P2 the associated query is shown in Listing 4 , for the rule

ith priority P3 the query is shown in Listing 5 , and for the rule

ith priority P4 the query is shown in Listing 6 . In all the queries

he string < sensor-id > must be replaced with the actual iden-

ifier of the anomalous MIMU, for example MTxAcc_1 , MTxAcc_3
r MTxAcc_9 . 

Summarizing, the iterative query method for sensor selection

orks as follows. First the query in Listing 3 is executed. If it pro-

ides a result, the search is stopped since a candidate replacement

as been identified. Otherwise, the query in Listing 4 is executed

nd so on. If no results are obtained while executing the last query,

.e., Listing 6 , the method finalizes without success. 

Let us suppose that the accelerometer in W_1, i.e., the ac-

elerometer hosted on the MTx wearable sensor platform located

n the user right forearm, suffers from a failure condition,

amely it runs out of battery and stops working. Once this

vent is identified, e.g., by the network monitor, the sensor

election method is triggered. First, it is executed the SPARQL

uery presented in Listing 3 while substituting the string

 sensor-id > with the string MTxAcc_1 . The latter string

orresponds to the name of the ontological individual MTxAcc_1
f the class MTxAcc and represents the accelerometer sensor

n W_1. This query does not produce any result because there

re no other accelerometer hosted on a wearable sensor plat-

orm located on the user right forearm. Then, the iterative query

rocess continues by executing the query presented in Listing 4 ,

here the string < sensor-id > is replaced with MTxAcc_1 .
his query returns the individual MTxAcc_5 , which is the ac-

elerometer in W_5, i.e., the accelerometer hosted on the MTx

earable sensor platform located on the user left forearm. The

ationale for this result is the following. Both the individual

TxAcc_1 and the individual MTxAcc_5 have inferred for the

roperty ssn:observes the individual acceleration . More-

ver, the individual MTxSys_1 has asserted for the property

sn:hasSubsystem the individual MTxAcc_1 and for the prop-

rty ssn:OnPlatform the individual MTxPlat_1 . Also the in-

ividual MTxPlat_1 has asserted for the property placedOn the

ndividual user_right_forearm . Furthermore, the individual

TxSys_5 has asserted for the property ssn:hasSubsystem
he individual MTxAcc_5 and for the property ssn:OnPlatform
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Table 7 

Prioritized set of rules for identification of candidate sensor replacements in the exemplary application scenario. 

Priority Rule 

P1 MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
sameAs(?l1, ?l2) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → hasReplacementSameTypeSamePart(?s1,?s2) 

P2 MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
symmetricTo(?l1, ?l2) → hasReplacementSameTypeSymPart(?s1,?s2) 

P3 MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
connectedTo(?l1, ?l2) → hasReplacementSameTypeAdjPart(?s1,?s2) 

P4 MIMU(?s1) ∧ MIMU(?s2) ∧ ssn:observes(?s1,?m1) ∧ ssn:observes(?s2,?m2) ∧ sameAs(?m1, ?m2) ∧ ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws1,?s1) ∧ 
ssn:hasSubsystem(?ws2,?s2) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws1,?w1) ∧ ssn:OnPlatform(?ws2,?w2) ∧ placedOn(?w1,?l1) ∧ placedOn(?w2,?l2) ∧ 
differentFrom(?l1,?l2) ∧ connectedTo(?l1, ?l3) ∧ connectedTo(?l2, ?l4) ∧ sameAs(?l3, ?l4) ∧ differentFrom(?s1,?s2) → 

hasReplacementSameTypeConnAdjPart(?s1,?s2) 

Listing 3. SPARQL query for retrieving the results of rule with priority P1. 

Listing 4. SPARQL query for retrieving the results of rule with priority P2. 

Listing 5. SPARQL query for retrieving the results of rule with priority P3. 

Listing 6. SPARQL query for retrieving the results of rule with priority P4. 

Fig. 15. Instance MTxAcc_1 of the class MTxAcc which shows the candidate replacement sensors via the inferred property hasReplacement and its subproperties. 
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the individual MTxPlat_5 . Also the individual MTxPlat_5
has asserted for the property placedOn the individual

user_left_forearm . From the Human Body Ontology it

can be inferred that the individuals user_right_forearm
and user_left_forearm are related via the property

symmetricTo . Therefore, the rule with priority P2 in Table 7 is

satisfied and the following axiom is inferred MTxAcc_1
hasReplacementSameTypeConnAdjPart MTxAcc_5 (see

Fig. 15 ). The SPARQL query which retrieves the value of the prop-

erty hasReplacementSameTypeConnAdjPart for the individ-

ual MTxSys_1 gets then as a result the individual MTxPlat_5 .
In conclusion, the sensor selection method determines that the

anomalous accelerometer in W_1 - the accelerometer hosted
n the MTx wearable sensor platform located on the user right

orearm - could be replaced with the accelerometer in W_5 -

he accelerometer hosted on the MTx wearable sensor platform

ocated on the user left forearm -. 

Let us now suppose that the MIMU which runs out of bat-

ery is the accelerometer in W_9, i.e., the accelerometer hosted

n the MTx wearable sensor platform located on the user left

eg. The query method would be applied in the same way as

n the previous case but replacing in the SPARQL queries the

tring < sensor-id > with MTxAcc_9 . In this case, the first

uery ( Listing 3 ) does not produce any result. Then, the second

uery ( Listing 4 ) is executed and returns as result the individ-

al MTxAcc_6 , which is the accelerometer in W_6. Therefore, the
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nomalous accelerometer in W_9 - the accelerometer hosted on

he MTx wearable sensor platform located on the user left leg -

ould be replaced with the accelerometer in W_6 - the accelerom-

ter hosted on the MTx wearable sensor platform located on the

ser right leg - according to the results of the sensor selection

ethod. 

Finally, let us now suppose that the failure is suffered by the

ccelerometer in W_3, i.e., the accelerometer hosted on the MTx

earable sensor platform located on the user back. In this case

he queries to be applied have replaced the string < sensor-id >
ith the string MTxAcc_3 . The first step is executing the query

n Listing 3 . This query does not produce any result since there

s no other accelerometer hosted in a platform located on the

ser back, in fact there is no other wearable sensor platform lo-

ated on the back. Then, the iterative query process continues

nd the second step consists on executing the query presented in

isting 4 . This query does not return any result because the indi-

idual user_back in the Human Body Ontology does not have

sserted neither inferred the property symmetricTo , i.e., there is

o symmetric body part for the back. In the third step of the query

rocess, the query presented in Listing 5 is executed. This query

oes not produce any result because there is no wearable sensor

latform located on the body parts adjacent to the back. According

o the model of the Human Body Ontology, the body parts which

re directly connected to the back are the thorax and the abdomen

hich are also in the trunk, and the shoulders which are part of

he limbs but connect to the trunk. After the failure of the first

hree queries, the fourth one which is presented in Listing 6 is ex-

cuted. This query returns two individuals: MTxAcc_2 , which is

he accelerometer in W_2, i.e., the accelerometer hosted on the

Tx wearable sensor platform located on the user right arm, and

TxAcc_4 , which is the accelerometer in W_4, i.e., the accelerom-

ter hosted on the MTx wearable sensor platform located on the

ser left arm. The logical explanation of this query result is that

he back is connected to both shoulders and each shoulder is con-

ected to the arm. Thus, the sensors on both arms are located at a

istance of two hops from the back. Two results are obtained since

he characteristics of the accelerometers hosted on W_2 and W_4

re the same, and the rules do not state any preference in choos-

ng one instead of the other. Thus, both of them could be used as

eplacements for W_3, the accelerometer hosted on the MTx wear-

ble sensor platform located on the user back. 

.4. Validation 

The MIMU-Wear Ontology has been validated using symbolic

ethods [53] . The HermiT reasoner has been utilized in protégé

o perform the tests. The consistency of the ontology has been

erified. Moreover, the ontology is determined to be well classi-

ed. The rules for the presented scenario have been also validated.

hus, it can be assured the well functioning of the proposed ontol-

gy. 

The scalability of the proposed solution might depend on the

ize of the knowledge base generated when describing the wear-

ble sensor platforms and the MIMU sensors embedded into these

latforms. Moreover, the semantic sensor selection method creates

nferred knowledge. Based on the proposed scenario, the metrics

hat define the ontology have been measured using protégé (see

able 8 ). The MIMU-Wear ontology is composed of 932 axioms.

he generic definition of the MTx wearable sensor platforms re-

uires 117 axioms for the definition of the 8 classes and 23 in-

ividuals. The particular description of the nine MTx deployed in

he scenario requires 214 axioms for the definition of 58 individ-

als. One can observe that the inferred knowledge reaches almost

he same size than the original asserted knowledge. Most of this

nowledge is derived from the actual logic encoded in the ontol-
gy: 427 inferred class axioms and 331 inferred property axioms.

hus, if only the inferred knowledge associated to the rules is con-

idered, there are only 102 object properties inferred for an sce-

ario with nine wearable sensor platforms containing three differ-

nt MIMUs each one of them. To determine the knowledge associ-

ted to the rules, the knowledge based has been inferred with and

ithout the rules and the difference in the count of the axioms

as been calculated. 

.5. Evaluation 

The different replacement scenarios described before are here

valuated by using the REALDISP dataset [54] . This dataset com-

rises acceleration, rate of turn and magnetic field orientation

ata collected for 17 people while performing 33 fitness activi-

ies in an out-of-lab setting. Apart from the huge variety of ac-

ivities and diversity of body parts involved in their execution, this

ataset is well-suited for this evaluation since the sensor deploy-

ent matches the one presented in Fig. 11 . 

An analysis of the classification performance of a pre-trained

ctivity recognizer for the various sensor configuration scenarios is

onducted. In the normal scenario (denoted as ”ideal”) the activ-

ty recognizer operates on the acceleration data registered by the

ccelerometers embedded into W_1 (hereafter, ACC 1 ), W_3 (here-

fter, ACC 3 ) and W_9 (hereafter, ACC 9 ) platforms. In the failure

cenarios (denoted as ”F”), one of the three sensors turns to not

ork properly, thus leading to three cases respectively: F-ACC 1 , F-

CC 3 or F-ACC 9 . The anomalous or defective behavior of the fail-

re sensor is here modeled through a residual signal (zero signal),

hilst the signals of the remaining unaffected two are kept unal-

ered. Finally, in the replacement scenarios (denoted as ”R”), the

ailure sensor from the previous scenarios is replaced with one of

he sensors in idle state, thus leading to the following cases: R-

CC 2 , R- ACC 4 , R- ACC 5 , R- ACC 6 , R- ACC 7 or R- ACC 8 . 

The activity recognizer is modeled as follows. Each acceleration

ensor data stream is partitioned into non-overlaping windows of

 s duration [55] . Each of these data windows are further char-

cterized through a feature extraction process in which the mean,

tandard deviation, maximum, minimum, mean crossing rate and

urtosis are computed [56] . These features are used as input to

he classifier, which is here defined through a decision tree model

57] for simplicity. Other sets of features and types of classifiers

ould also be used and similar results would in principle apply.

owever, this particular activity recognition model configuration

as been proven to perform well in a number of prior studies

9,43,52,58] . 

In practical terms, the assessment consists in a leave-one-

ubject-out cross validation (LOOXV) in which the model training

s performed on the ACC 1 , ACC 3 and ACC 9 data of K-1 subjects

with K = 17) while the model test is carried out on the sensor data

rom the remaining subject for the particular scenario under eval-

ation. The process is repeated for all the users to ensure a reli-

ble average estimate of the performance of the recognizer in each

ase. Moreover, the Fscore [59] , a combination of precision and re-

all measures, is used as performance metric given its robustness

o class imbalancement. The Fscore ranges between [0,1], where 1

epresents optimal recognition capabilities whilst 0 corresponds to

 model which is not capable of recognition at all. 

The results obtained for each of the scenarios are depicted in

ig. 16 . The performance baseline is driven by the ideal case, for

hich a Fscore average value of 0.85 is attained. Now, in the first

ase ( Fig. 16 (a)), once ACC 1 behaves abnormally a performance

rop of around 0.25 is observed, thus leading to an overall per-

ormance of 0.58. Replacing the affected sensors with another one

hows no improvement in general but for the case in which the

CC is used, which indeed shows an improvement of nearly 0.10.
5 
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Table 8 

Metrics for the MIMU-Wear ontolgy. 

Inferred knowledge 

due to the rules 

Inferred knowledge 

due to the ontology 

MTx instances MTx definition MIMU-Wear 

terminology 

Metrics 

Axiom 102 860 214 117 932 

Logical axiom count 102 860 152 86 339 

Declaration axioms count 0 0 64 31 215 

Class count 0 0 0 8 111 

Object property count 0 0 6 0 75 

Data property count 0 0 0 0 4 

Individual count 0 0 58 23 13 

Class axioms 

SubClassOf 0 0 0 15 234 

EquivalentClasses 0 0 0 0 1 

DisjointClasses 0 0 0 0 8 

Object property axioms 

SubObjectPropertyOf 0 27 4 0 38 

EquivalentObjectProperties 0 59 0 0 0 

InverseObjectProperties 0 0 0 0 11 

FunctionalObjectProperty 0 0 0 0 8 

InverseFunctionalObjectProperty 0 0 0 0 6 

AsymmetricObjectProperty 0 6 0 0 0 

IrrefexiveObjectProperty 0 6 0 0 0 

ObjectPropertyDomain 0 0 0 0 6 

ObjectPropertyRange 0 0 0 0 6 

SubPropertyChainOf 0 0 0 0 2 

Data property axioms 

EquivalentDataProperties 0 4 0 0 0 

Individual axioms 

ClassAssertion 0 427 58 23 13 

ObjectPropertyAssertion 102 331 88 25 0 

DataPropertyAssertion 0 0 0 23 0 

DifferentIndividuals 0 0 2 0 2 

Annotation axioms 

AnnotationAssertion 0 0 0 0 378 

Fig. 16. Performance (Fscore) for the different sensor replacement scenarios when there is a failure of 16 (a) the accelerometer in W_1 (ACC 1 ), 16 (b) the accelerometer in 

W_9 (ACC 9 ), 16 (c) the accelerometer in W_3 (ACC 3 ). Legend: ”Ideal” = configuration ACC 1 , ACC 3 , ACC 9 ; ”F-ACC i ” = same as the ideal configuration but with the ACC i not 

working properly; ”R-ACC k ” = same as ideal configuration but with ACC i replaced with ACC k . 
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This sensor is actually the one that would be found for replace-

ment through MIMU-Wear as shown in Section 5.3 . In the second

case ( Fig. 16 (b)) the benefit of using an accurate sensor replace-

ment strategy is even clearer. Once ACC 9 gets affected the per-

formance of the recognition system drops to approximately 0.5. A

random replacement could lead to even worse values, even below

0.3 as for using ACC 5 as candidate. However, an improvement of

more than 0.2 is achieved while using the sensor found from the

ontological search, i.e., ACC 6 , thus leading to a performance close

to the original one. Worse options yet providing better results than

for the failure case could be ACC 7 and ACC 8 , which would be the

sensors suggested by the selection method if ACC 6 was not avail-

able. Finally, the third case ( Fig. 16 (c)) presents a situation in which

little improvement is attained even if the anomalous sensor is re-

placed. An abnormal behavior ACC 3 seems to be not as harmful
 s
s for the other sensors, thus likely meaning this sensor is not as

nformative or relevant as the other two are. Anyhow, some bene-

t can be obtained while replacing this sensor with ACC 2 or ACC 4 ,

hich again coincide with the replacement criteria suggested by

he ontological search method. 

. Conclusions 

This work has presented the MIMU-Wear Ontology, an OWL

 ontology which provides syntactic interoperability and semantic

ompatibility in wearable activity recognition systems. The MIMU-

ear Ontology comprehensively describes wearable sensor plat-

orms consisting of magnetic and inertial measurement units, in-

luding the MIMUs capabilities and the characteristics of wearable

ensor platforms like their on-body location. 
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This ontology has been used to enable the semantic sensor se-

ection of the best sensors for the replacement of a given anoma-

ous one. However, this is only one of the potential application sce-

arios for this ontology. MIMU-Wear could also be used at system

tartup in order to identify which sensors should be activated de-

ending on the necessities of the activity recognizer and the aimed

erformance. Similarly, the ontology could be used for the self-

alibration of some parameters of the sensing network according

o energy constraints or efficiency goals, and based on processing

ower or memory resources. 

The MIMU-Wear Ontology is designed in a modular manner

hich makes it reusable in other domains. The Wearable Sensor

latform Ontology could be used to describe the location on the

uman body of any wearable sensors not only of MIMUs. For ex-

mple, the location of an ECG sensor in a belt could be easily de-

cribed using this ontology. Similarly, the MIMU Ontology could

e used to describe any MIMUs, this means not only the wearable

nes but also those embedded into ambient intelligence platforms.

s an example, the characteristics of a MIMU integrated into a cup

r door in an ambient assisted living scenario could be thoroughly

odeled using the MIMU Ontology. 

Furthermore, MIMU-Wear builds on the standard W3C SSN On-

ology, thus facilitating its widespread adoption since it could be

irectly integrated with any other ontology using SSN. In fact, the

SN Ontology has been extensively used in the research commu-

ity, which already opens up a broad spectrum of ontologies in

hich MIMU-Wear could be integrated. 

Future work includes some improvements on the MIMU-Wear

ntology such as defining more characteristics of the wearable

ensor platforms, e.g., their weight, crucial for wearable systems

nd of potential interest for the selection process. Furthermore, the

ocations on the user body could be extended to make them more

ranular or the orientation of the MIMU included in the model for

pplications requiring a precise estimate of the 3D placement of

he sensor. 
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